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ABSTRACT 
Gene families are groups of genes that have descended from a common ancestral gene 
present in the species under study. Current, widely used gene family building algorithms are 
prone to producing incomplete families (under-clustering) or families containing wrong or non-
family sequences (over-clustering). In this work, we present a sequence-pair-classification-based 
method that, first, inspects given families for under-clustering and then predicts the missing 
sequences for the families using family-specific alignment score cutoffs. We test this method on 
a set of curated, gold-standard families from the Yeast Gene Order Browser (YGOB) database, 
including 20 yeast species. To check if the method can detect and correct incomplete families 
obtained using existing family building methods, we test this method on under-clustered yeast 
families produced using the OrthoFinder tool. We demonstrate the utility of the pair-
classification method in merging small, fragmented legume families into larger families, built 
using the OrthoFinder tool, from 14 legumes species belonging to subfamily Papilionoideae of 
the plant family Leguminosae. We provide recommendations on different types of family-
specific alignment score cutoffs that can be used for predicting the missing sequences based on 
the “purity” of under-clustered families and the chosen precision and recall for prediction. 
Finally, we provide the containerized version of the pair-classification method that can be 
applied on any given set of gene families. 
In addition to the pair-based classification method, we present a simple hidden Markov 
model (HMM)-based protocol for merging fragmented families and a phylogeny-based protocol 
for detecting and splitting over-clustered families. We apply these methods for improving the 
legume gene families built from 14 legumes species belonging to subfamily Papilionoideae of 
the plant family Leguminosae, using a custom family building method, that utilizes differences 
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in the synonymous-sites (Ks) in the gene sequences in order to capture the family clusters defined 
by the whole-genome duplication that occurred in the most recent common ancestor of the 
subfamily. We also analyze the improvements in the legume families obtained after the 
application of merging and splitting procedures by comparing the protein domain compositions 
of the new families against the original families. We also provide the containerized versions of 
family merging, splitting and scoring methods along with the new set of improved legume 
families. 
We investigate the occurrence of whole-genome duplication events within the 
Cercidoideae subfamily of the plant family Leguminosae, using evolutionary, phylogenomic, and 
synteny analyses together with analysis of chromosome counts, from a diverse set of legume 
species. Based on diverse evidence, we conclude that one of the slow-evolving lineages within 
Cercidoideae may be unique among legumes in lacking evidence of an independent whole-
genome duplication and can be a useful genomic model for the legumes. We are able to show 
that the genome duplication observed in the other sister lineage within Cercidoideae is most 
likely due to allotetraploidy involving hybridization between two progenitor species that existed 
in the Cercidoideae subfamily. 
We present a method for tracking protein domain changes in a selected set of species 
with known phylogenetic relationships, by defining domains as “features” or “descriptors,” and 
considering the species (target + outgroup) as instances or data-points in a domain feature 
matrix. Protein domains can be regarded as sections of protein sequences capable of folding 
independently and performing specific functions that enable protein sequences to evolve through 
domain shuffling events like domain insertion, deletion, or duplication. We look for features 
(domains) that are significantly different between the target species and the outgroup species 
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using a feature selection technique called Mutual-Information (MI) and non-parametric statistical 
tests (Fisher’s exact test/Wilcoxon rank-sum test). We study the domain changes in two large, 
distinct groups of plant species: legumes (Fabaceae) and grasses (Poaceae), with respect to 
selected outgroup species, using four types of domain feature matrices: domain content, domain 
duplication, domain abundance, and domain versatility. The four types of domain feature 
matrices attempt to capture different aspects of domain changes through which the protein 
sequences may evolve - i.e. via gain or loss of domains, increase or decrease in the copy number 
of domains along the sequences, expansion or contraction of domains, or through changes in the 
number of adjacent domain partners. We report and study the biological functions of the top 
selected domains from all four feature matrices. In addition, we perform domain-centric Gene 
Ontology (dcGO) enrichment analysis on all selected domains from all the feature matrices to 
study the Gene Ontology terms associated with the significantly changing domains in legumes 
and grasses. We provide a docker container that can be used to perform this analysis on any user-
defined sets of species.
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CHAPTER 1.    GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Homology and Gene Families 
Homology is described as the relationship between gene sequences that have descended 
from a common ancestral gene, mainly through divergent form of evolution [1]. Homology can 
be broadly divided into two subtypes: Orthology and Paralogy [2, 3]. Orthology is the 
relationship between any two homologous sequences that have diverged due to speciation. 
Consequently, the ancestral sequence for orthologous sequences lies in the common ancestor of 
the species from which the sequences were obtained. Paralogy is defined as the relationship 
between homologous sequences that have separated due to duplication of the ancestral gene. 
Therefore, unlike orthologous sequences, paralogous sequences can exist and evolve side-by-side 
in the same lineage.  
Gene families are clusters of homologous sequences, typically from multiple species, 
where each cluster contains genes that have descended from a single ancestral gene present in the 
most recent common ancestor or MRCA [2] of the species under consideration. The gene 
clusters can contain orthologs that have diverged due to speciation events and paralogs that have 
diverged due to duplication events (local or large-scale) occurring after the separation of the 
MRCA of the species. Specifically, paralogs that have originated due to duplication events 
taking place before the separation of MRCA have to be placed in different clusters [4]. 
Therefore, gene families are constructed with respect to a phylogenetic range, which can be 
defined by the MRCA node in the species phylogeny or by outgroup species - species that have 
diverged before the separation of the MRCA. This means that the phylogenies of individual gene 
families should agree with species relationships under the MRCA and relationship between the 
MRCA and the outgroups. 
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Gene Family Building 
Since gene families are clusters of sequences, regular clustering techniques such as 
single-linkage or Markov clustering (MCL) [5] that use alignment statistics from sequence 
alignment tools such as BLAST [6] are employed for building gene families. An early gene 
family resource, the COG database [7], built families from five phylogenetically distant lineages 
by detecting triangles between orthologous sequences from any three lineages and merging any 
two triangles with a common side. The ortholog triangles were detected using the reciprocal best 
hits (RBH) technique [8, 9], where two proteomes are searched against each other and sequence 
pairs that find each other as best hits are considered as orthologs. The InParanoid method [4] 
uses a similar RBH-based method for building families by first detecting ortholog pairs between 
any two lineages and then gathering recent paralogs using the alignment statistics of ortholog 
pairs. MultiParanoid [10], the multi-lineage implementation of InParanoid, uses single-linkage 
clustering for building families for multiple lineages from pairwise lineage results. High-
throughput family construction methods such as OrthoMCL [11] and OrthoFinder [12] use faster 
and more effective clustering methods such as MCL that use normalized BLAST E-values or 
alignment scores to cluster sequences into families. These high-throughput methods generally 
use common values of clustering parameters for building all the families on a species-wide scale. 
It may not be appropriate to use common parameter values for building all the families since 
different gene families evolve at different rates [13–16]. Using a single value of a clustering 
parameter that controls the granularity of family clusters could be too stringent for families that 
evolve faster, resulting into the corresponding clusters missing true family sequences (under-
clustering), or could be too relaxed for families that evolve slower, resulting into the 




In Chapter 2, we attempt to solve the under-clustering problem by training family-
tailored classification models, based on analysis of sequence pairs. The method first inspects a 
given family for under-clustering, and subsequently attempts to predict missing sequences for the 
family using family-specific alignment score cutoffs obtained in the training step. The training 
step consists of repetitive model building and testing where, during each iteration, a combined 
set of sequences from the given family along with a selected set of closest non-family sequences 
is randomly split into training and testing parts. The training set of sequence pairs from the 
family are used to build a hidden Markov model (HMM) [17], which is then tested to recognize 
the “correct” family sequences from the testing part – which contains both family and non-family 
sequences. We assess the effectiveness of this method in detecting complete families and 
correcting artificially modified yeast families. We also show the effectiveness of this method in 
correcting yeast families and merging small fragmented legume families into larger families, 
produced using the OrthoFinder tool. 
In Chapter 3, we present a simple HMM-based [17] protocol for merging fragmented 
and under-clustered families and a tree-based [18] family scoring and splitting method for 
correcting over-clustered families. Both the methods leverage the outgroup-based and 
phylogenetic properties of gene families for merging and splitting. The family merging strategy 
is based on a two-way HMM-based database search procedure in which missing sequences are 
predicted for each family using their family HMMs and the outgroup sequences. Subsequently, a 
simple overlap rule is used to merge families using the predicted missing sequences. The tree-
based family scoring and splitting method is based on detecting monophyletic ingroup sequence 
clades in relation to outgroup sequences. We demonstrate the effectiveness of these methods in 
improving the legumes families hosted at legumeinfo.org in 2019 [19]. 
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The Legume Family 
The legume family (Leguminosae, Fabaceae), comprising over 750 genera and 20,000 
species, is the third largest family of flowering plants [20]. The family diverged into six 
subfamilies (Papilionoideae, Caesalpinioideae, Detarioideae, Cercidoideae, Dialioideae, 
Duparquetioideae) shortly after its origin ~59 - 64 million years ago (Mya) [21]. The largest 
subfamily, Papilionoideae, which includes familiar legumes such as soybean (Glycine max), 
mungbean (Vigna radiata), pea (Pisum sativum), and pigeonpea (Cajanus cajan), was affected 
by an early whole-genome duplication (WGD) prior to its diversification, about 55 million years 
ago (Mya) [22]. In addition, some genera such as Glycine and Lupinus have also undergone 
independent, lineage specific WGDs. 
Gene families hosted at legumeinfo.org in 2019 [19] are built from 14 legume proteomes 
all belonging to the subfamily Papilionoideae. The families were built using a custom family 
construction method in order to circumscribe the family clusters such that each family captures 
all legume orthologs and paralogs deriving from speciation events and papilionoid WGD, but not 
sequences deriving from earlier WGD events. The method used a combination of homology-
filtering based on per-species synonymous site changes (Ks), comparisons with outgroup species, 
Markov clustering, and progressive refinements of family Hidden Markov Models (HMMs).We 
use the family merging and splitting methods described in Chapter 3 to improve the Ks-based 
legume families. We also design and employ a protein-domain-composition-based family 
scoring method to check the improvements in Ks-based legume families after the application 
family merging and splitting procedures. 
In case of the subfamily Cercidoideae, the status and timing of WGD has been 
unresolved. A WGD signal was reported by Cannon et al. (2015) [22] in the genus Bauhinia, 
based on synonymous substitution distributions (Ks peaks for duplication and speciation) from 
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transcriptome sequence - but no conclusive evidence was found for a WGD in the sister genus 
Cercis. In Chapter 4, we investigate the WGD and allopolyploidy events within Cercidoideae 
using the Ks-based families, containing sequences from Cercidoideae, Caesalpinioideae and 
Papilionoideae. We used a custom method for investigating a large number of tree topologies 
containing Cercis and Bauhinia sequences, along with results from analysis of Ks peaks, synteny 
analysis, species representation within gene families and gene duplication patterns, to show the 
lack of WGD in Cercis, and a WGD in Bauhinia, likely resulting from hybridization between the 
Cercis progenitor and a second diploid species within the Cercidoideae. 
 
Protein Domains 
Protein domains - sections of protein sequences with the ability to fold and function 
independently - can be considered as “lego bricks” that can be recombined in various ways to 
build new proteins [23, 24].  These are independent evolutionary units of proteins that enable 
proteins to evolve in a modular fashion through domain insertion, deletion, duplication, or 
substitution, in addition to evolution through point mutations [25, 26].Therefore, tracking gain or 
loss of particular domains in a group of species can provide means of understanding trait 
evolution in those species [27, 28]. Similarly, protein domains can duplicate along the sequences 
and significantly different duplicate counts of certain domains in a target set of species relative to 
an outgroup set may provide some useful information about the increase or decrease in the 
functions associated with those domains [29, 30]. Protein domains can also increase or decrease 
in numbers through duplications or deletions of sequences carrying them. These changes can be 
useful in inferring biological functions [31]. Protein domains can also be “versatile” in partnering 
with multiple different domains along the protein sequences and domains that increase or 
decrease in their versatility can be useful in studying the evolution of associated functions [23, 
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32, 33]. In Chapter 5, we leverage these domain properties to describe whole species, using 
protein domains [34] as “features”. We calculate domain feature matrices with rows representing 
species, columns representing the protein domains and the cells containing domain feature values 
for the respective species. We build and analyze different feature matrices to study the changes 
in four domain properties: content, duplication, abundance and versatility, in two sets of plant 
species: legumes (Fabaceae) and grasses (Poaceae). We analyze these feature matrices using 
Mutual-Information (MI) based feature selection and statistical testing techniques to filter out 
protein domains that have significantly different properties in legumes and grasses as compared 
to their respective outgroups. MI measures mutual dependence between two random variables by 
quantifying the amount of information communicated about one random variable from another 
random variable [35]. MI has been routinely used for selecting meaningful features, in 
classification and pattern recognition problems [36–38]. Here, we used MI to quantify the mutual 
dependence between domain feature values and the classification between target and outgroup 
species. We also employed tests for significance of differences in domain feature values between 
the target and outgroup species. We applied the Fisher’s exact test [39] on feature matrices 
containing discrete values, and the Wilcoxon rank-sum test [40] on feature matrices containing 
continuous values. We also report and study the functions of the top significantly different 
domains and the significantly enriched Gene Ontology (GO) terms found in all the significantly 
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CHAPTER 2.    METHODS FOR ANALYZING, COMPARING AND CORRECTING 
GENE FAMILIES 
Akshay Yadav, David Fernández-Baca, Steven B. Cannon 
 
Modified from a manuscript to be submitted to a peer reviewed journal 
 
Abstract 
Gene families are groups of genes that have descended from a common ancestral gene 
present in the set of species under study. Current, widely used gene family building algorithms 
can produce family clusters that may be fragmented or missing true family sequences (under-
clustering) or can also produce family clusters with unrelated or “wrong” sequences (over-
clustering). In this work, we present (1) a machine-learning classification method that determines 
per-family homology parameters and detects and corrects under-clustered gene families; (2) a 
method for comparing family-sets or clustering solutions obtained using different family 
building methods, and (3) a method for scoring families relative to a known species phylogeny, 
to detect over-clustering in families. We tested the under-clustering detection and correction 
method on a set of curated, gold-standard families from the Yeast Gene Order Browser 
(YGOB) database, including 20 yeast species, as well as a test set of intentionally under-
clustered (“deficient”) families derived from the YGOB families. We used the family-sets 
comparison method to compare the yeast families built from OrthoFinder to the reference yeast 
families from the YGOB database, to detect under-clustered and over-clustered yeast families 
produced using OrthoFinder. Also, to check if the machine learning method can correct 
incomplete families obtained using existing family building methods, we applied it to synthetic 
under-clustered yeast families.  We also analyzed 14,663 legume families built using the 
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OrthoFinder program, with 14 species from the legume plant family. Using the machine learning 
evaluation method, we were able to identify 1,665 OrthoFinder legume families that were 
missing one or more sequences - sequences which were previously un-clustered or clustered into 
unusually small families. Further, using a simple merging strategy, we were able to merge 2,216 
small families into 933 under-clustered families using the predicted missing sequences. Out of 
the 933 merged families, we could confirm correct mergings in at least 534 families using the 
tree-based over-clustering detection method. Finally, we provide the containerized versions of all 




Gene families, also known as orthologous groups, are groups of genes from a given set of 
species that have diverged from one another, from an ancestral gene in the most recent common 
ancestor of focal species. Gene families may contain genes that have diverged due to speciation 
and/or duplication. Accordingly, genes within a family may be classified as orthologs (separated 
by speciation) or in-paralogs (duplicated after the common ancestral node) [1–3]. For a number 
of analysis purposes -- for example, identification of candidates for drug/vaccine development 
[4–6] or annotation of newly sequenced genomes by cross-referencing function information from 
multiple species [7–11] -- it is useful to identify families such that all member genes originated 
from a single ancestral gene that was present in the common ancestor of the species under study. 
Many popular clustering techniques use these basic evolutionary properties of gene families for 
building gene families from whole proteomes of the species. These clustering algorithms use 
some form of normalized similarity/alignment scores between sequences as an input to a 
clustering method such as Markov Clustering (MCL) [12, 13] to generate gene family clusters. 
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Two of the most popular family building methods, OrthoFinder [14] and OrthoMCL [15], use 
normalized BLAST [16, 17] scores or E-values to cluster sequences into families using the 
chosen clustering algorithm. For Markov Clustering, which is widely used, the granularity of the 
MCL clusters is controlled by the inflation (I) parameter, with higher values of the parameter 
generally corresponding with a larger number of clusters. Both OrthoFinder and OrthoMCL use 
a single value of the Inflation parameter for building all families, for a given clustering run. 
Since different gene families can evolve at different rates [18–21], using a single Inflation 
parameter value for MCL clustering may be over-stringent for some families (resulting in 
fragmented/under-clustered families) - and under-stringent for other families (resulting in 
merged/over-clustered families). 
In this study, we present a machine learning method for detection and correction of 
under-clustered families. The method evaluates sequence pairs, using a training set (deriving an 
appropriate family-specific homology threshold), and a test set.  Potentially missing sequences 
for the family are predicted using family-specific alignment score cutoffs obtained in the training 
step. The training step consists of repetitive model building and testing where, during each 
iteration, a combined set of sequences from the given family along with a selected set of closest 
non-family sequences is randomly split into training and testing parts. The training part of the 
family is used to build a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [22], which is then tested to recognize 
the correct family sequences from the testing part, containing both family and non-family 
sequences. Pairs of sequences were used as data points for training and testing the family 
models, and for inferring suitable per-family alignment score cutoffs.  
We also present a method for comparing different family sets or clustering solutions, 
built using same set of species and a method for detecting potential over-clustering in families, 
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by scoring their rooted family phylogenies. Family consistency can also be assessed by 
comparing families generated by different family construction methods. This requires comparing 
two sets of families to establish family correspondences between the two sets. The family 
correspondences are established by examining the two-way family overlaps between the sets. 
Degrees of overlaps between corresponding families, between the two sets, can be used as 
measure of family consistency. 
Potential over-clustering can be detected by comparing gene family phylogenies to 
known species phylogenies to identify the proportion of ingroup sequences diverging after 
outgroup sequences. Since gene families contain sequences that have diverged at or after the 
divergence of the earliest diverging species under study, genes within families have also 
diverged after the divergence of outgroup species. We used this evolutionary property of gene 
families to score family trees for potential over-clustering. 
The machine learning method was tested on curated set of yeast families, obtained from 
the YGOB database [23]. We take these as gold-standard (“true”) families, for comparison. We 
also generated an intentionally under-clustered set of yeast families to check the ability of the 
method to detect under-clustered families. The family-sets comparison method was used to 
compare the OrthoFinder-derived yeast families to the curated reference set of families, in order 
to detect under-clustered families produced by OrthoFinder. The machine learning method was 
applied on these under-clustered OrthoFinder families, to demonstrate the ability of the method 
in correcting under-clustered families. We also used the machine learning algorithm for merging 
small legume families into larger families (generated with OrthoFinder), to demonstrate the 
ability of the method in merging fragmented families. We also used the tree-based over-
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clustering detection method to score and evaluate merged families, in order to check the 
correctness of the mergings produced by the methods above.       
    
Methods 
Under-clustering Detection and Correction 
Collecting candidate missing sequences 
Sequences from a given family were searched against the database of proteomes from all 
the species under study. With each family sequence as query, all the hits that match the query 
better than the worst-matching family hit were collected into a list. Each query sequence can 
attract one or more non-family sequences along with the original family sequences. A combined 
list of sequences was prepared from the lists of hits collected from searching all the family 
sequences against the database (Fig 2.1). This combined list contains all of the original family 
sequences and can contain one or more non-family sequences. The non-family sequences in the 
list of retrieved sequences are candidates for sequences missing from the family. 
The phmmer program from the HMMER package (version 3.1b2) [24] was used for searching 
families against the database of whole proteomes. E-values from phmmer output were used to 
rank the hits, in order to find the worst-matching family hit. 
 
Defining sequence pairs 
The list of retrieved sequences obtained in the previous step was used to define family 
and non-family sequence pairs (Fig 2.2). Family pairs are those exclusively between original 
family members, and non-family pairs are those between family and non-family members. 




Fig 2.1. Procedure for collecting candidate missing (non-family) sequences for a given 
family. Each sequence from a family was searched against the proteomes from target and 
outgroup species using the phmmer program. For every query sequence, all the hits that match 
the query with better scores than the worst-matching family sequence were added to a set of 
retrieved sequences containing all the original family sequences, plus the closest non-family 






Fig 2.2. Defining positive and negative pairs from the family and non-family sequences 
obtained in the previous step. Let ‘N’ be the total number of sequences in the list of retrieved 
sequences for a given family and let ‘n’ be the number of original family sequences. Then, (N-n) 
is the number of non-family sequences in the retrieved list of sequences that could be missing 
from the family. Pairs are only formed between the family members (positive pairs) and between 
the family members and non-family sequences (negative pairs). The number of pairs that can be 
formed from a set of retrieved sequences containing ‘N’ sequences with ‘n’ sequences from the 
original family is (NC2 - 
(N-n)C2). From these pairs, there are 
nC2 positive pairs and ((
NC2 - 
(N-n)C2) 
- nC2) negative pairs. 
 
Training and classification statistics 
HMM-based pair-classification models were built to classify the positive (family) pairs 
from negative (non-family) pairs, for a given family, and 10 iterations of repeated test/train split 
strategy were used to assess the classification performance (Fig 2.3). For each iteration, the set of 




Fig 2.3. Model training and testing for classifying the positive pairs from the negative pairs. 
For each iteration, the set of positive pairs was randomly split into training and testing sets, with 
the training set containing 80% of positive pairs and the testing set containing the remaining 
20%. Consensus sequences of positive pairs from the training set were used to build HMM and 
the positive pairs from the test set and all the negative pairs, were aligned to the HMM. 
Individual sequences of each test pair were aligned to the HMM and full sequence alignment 
scores for both sequences were recorded. Alignment score results obtained from aligning unseen 
test pairs to trained HMMs, consolidated from all test-train split iterations performed on a given 
family, were used for calculating classification statistics for the family to analyze the separation 
between positive and negative pairs. The alignment scores of the individual sequences of the test 
pairs were used to predict the test pairs as positive or negative. Given a fixed score cutoff, a test 
pair was predicted as positive if both alignment scores corresponding to both the sequences of 
the pair were greater than or equal to a score cutoff, else the test pair was predicted as negative. 
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Accordingly, for a fixed score cutoff, True Positive (TP) test pairs were those that were 
originally positive and were also predicted as positive, False Positive (FP) test pairs were those 
that were originally negative but were predicted as positive, and finally, False Negative (FN) test 
pairs were those that were originally positive but were predicted as negative. 
 
trained on consensus sequences of positive pairs from the training split, obtained using the “-c” 
option of hmmemit program (HMMER package:version 3.1b2). The MAFFT program (version 
v7.407) [25] was used for calculating the multiple sequence alignment used for building the 
HMMs. Subsequently, the trained HMM was tested on unseen positive pairs in the test split and 
the negative pairs by aligning individual sequences of the pairs to the HMM using the 
hmmsearch program. For each test pair, full sequence alignment scores for both the sequences 
were obtained. The test pair was predicted as positive if both the alignment scores were greater 
than or equal to a specified alignment score cutoff, else the test pair was predicted as negative. 
The alignment scores for test pairs from all the iterations were consolidated (Fig 2.3) and 
used for calculating precision (TP/TP+FP), recall (TP/TP+FN) and F-score (eq 1) values for 
specified alignment score cutoffs, where TP, FP and FN are the number True Positive, False 
Positive and False Negative pairs, respectively. The F-score is defined as 
𝐹 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = (1 + 𝛽)
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ⋅ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
(𝛽2 ⋅ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛) ⋅ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
                           (1) 
where β controls the importance of recall over precision with values greater than 1 
favoring recall over precision [26] 
Precision and recall values were obtained for a range of alignment score cutoffs, ranging 
from most to least stringent. Precision values were plotted against the corresponding recall 
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values to obtain the Precision-Recall curve (PR-curve) [27] and the area under the PR-curve (PR-
AUC) was calculated using the trapezoidal rule [28]. The PR-AUC value ranges from 0 to 1 and 
was used as a score indicating family completeness. Complete families with no missing 
sequences are expected to have PR-AUC values closer to 1, indicating good separation between 
the positive and negative pairs. An example of PR-curve plot for a hypothetical gene family is 
shown in Fig 2.4. Each point on the curve corresponds to a recall value and the corresponding 
precision value (recall, precision) obtained using an alignment score cutoff with score cutoffs 
decreasing from left to right. The score cutoffs on the left produce pair classifications with high 
precision (low FP) but low recall (high FN). Conversely, low score cutoffs on the right produce 
pair classifications with low precision but high recall. An F-score can be calculated for each 
point (recall, precision) on the curve using the F-score function (eq 1). The point on the curve 
with the highest F-score is the point where optimal values of precision and recall exist (optimal 
trade-off between precision and recall). This point represents the best classification performance 
for the family and the corresponding score cutoff gives the best possible separation between the 
positive and negative pairs of the respective family. 
Classification metrics such as the precision and recall values observed at the best F-score 
and the alignment score cutoff which gives the best F-score were calculated. Two types of 
alignment score cutoffs were reported corresponding to the two values of the β parameter (β = 1 
and β = 2) in the F-score function. The F-score function with β = 1 is called the F1-score function 
and the F-score function with β = 2 is called the F2-score function. In addition, the lowest 
alignment score observed for the positive pairs was also reported as the lowest alignment score 





Fig 2.4. A typical Precision-Recall (PR) curve for a gene family. The precision and recall 
values obtained using different alignment score cutoffs were plotted against each other to obtain 
the Precision-Recall curve (PR-curve). The alignment score cutoffs vary from high value to low 
value from left to right, with cutoffs on the left giving high precision but low recall and cutoffs 
on the left giving low precision and high recall, for classification between the positive and 
negative pairs of a given family. The area under the PR-curve (PR-AUC) was calculated using 





Predicting missing sequences 
Missing sequences for every family were predicted using the negative pairs (Fig 2.5). A 
single HMM was built using the consensus sequences of all the positive pairs. Subsequently, all 
the negative pairs were aligned to this HMM and those negative pairs where the alignment scores 
for both the sequences of the pairs were greater than or equal to the chosen type of score cutoff 
(F1/F2/lowest) were re-classified as positive pairs. Unique sequences within these re-classified 
positive pairs were predicted and reported as the missing sequences for the family. The precision 
and recall values for prediction of missing sequences were also calculated, as (TP/(TP+FP)) and 
(TP/(TP+FN)), respectively, where True Positive (TP) are those predicted missing sequences that 
were truly missing from the family, False Positive (FP) are those that were predicted as missing 
but do not actually belong to the family and False Negative (FN) are those that are truly missing 
but were not predicted as missing. 
 
Fig 2.5. Predicting missing sequences using the negative pairs and family-specific alignment 
score cutoff. For each family, consensus sequences of the positive pairs and the negative pairs 
were aligned to the trained HMM for the family. Negative pairs where alignment scores of both 
the sequences of the pair were greater than or equal to the family-specific alignment score cutoff 
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were reclassified as positive pairs, and the constituent sequences were predicted as missing 
sequences. 
 
Comparison of Family Sets 
The family-sets comparison method was used to compare the reference set of yeast 
families to the yeast families rebuilt using OrthoFinder. For each family in both sets, the largest 
overlapping family in the opposite set is obtained. If, for example, fam1 from set1 is the largest 
overlapping family for fam2 from set2 and vice-versa, then fam1 and fam2 are considered 
corresponding families from both the sets. The two overlap scores, fam1 - fam2 overlap and 
fam2 - fam1 overlap are also calculated where fam1- fam2 overlap score is the proportion of 
sequences in fam1 that overlap with fam2 and, similarly, fam2 - fam1 overlap score is the 
proportion of sequences in fam2 that overlap with fam1. If both the scores are 1.0 for a pair of 
families, then the two families from the two sets match exactly. 
 
Tree-based Over-clustering Detection 
A rooted tree-based family scoring procedure was used to assess mergings and potential 
over-clustering in merged families obtained using the machine learning pair-classification 
method. Rooted phylogenies were built for each given family, together with the closest outgroup 
sequences, and analyzed for the presence of monophyletic ingroup clades. First, the closest 
outgroup sequences were identified for each family by searching the family HMM against the 
database of outgroup sequences and selecting the top 10 best matching outgroup sequences that 
align to the family HMM with e-value ≤ 10-5. Then, phylogenies were inferred for the combined 
set of family and outgroup sequences and rooted using the closest outgroup sequence. The 
RAxML [29] tool was used for construction Maximum Likelihood (ML) family phylogenies 
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with the PROTGAMMAAUTO substitution model, and were rooted using the closest available 
outgroup species  
In the next step, quantitative scores were assigned to the rooted family phylogenies in 
order to reflect the number of monophyletic ingroup clades present in the trees. This scoring 
scheme is based on the proportion of ingroup sequence pairs that appear to diverge after the 
divergence of outgroup sequences. For a given rooted family tree, each pair of ingroup sequences 
found within the tree was labeled as True Positive (TP) or False Positive (FP) depending upon 
whether the pair appears to have diverged after or before the divergence of one or more outgroup 
sequences. The divergence status of any ingroup sequence pair in the tree was checked using the 
Most Recent Common Ancestor (MRCA) of the pair. All sequences corresponding to leaf nodes 
under this MRCA were collected and checked for the presence of one or more outgroup 
sequences. If no outgroup sequences were detected under the MRCA of an ingroup sequence 
pair, the pair is labelled as a TP, else it is labelled as FP. The FP label for any ingroup sequence 
pair indicates that there is at least one outgroup sequence that has diverged after the divergence 
of the pair and the corresponding sequences of the pair have been wrongly clustered into one 
family. A score for the family was calculated as TP/(TP+FP) which gives the proportion of 
ingroup sequence pairs diverging after the outgroup separation in the family tree. 
 
Results 
Behavior of the Machine Learning Method on “True” YGOB Families 
The machine learning pair-classification-based scoring was tested on 4,796 yeast families 
from the Yeast Gene Order Browser (YGOB) database [23]. Since the YGOB families are built 
through manual curation using synteny-based evidence, we took them as correct or "true." To 
check if the machine learning method is assigning high classification performance scores to all 
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the true families, the distribution of the PR-AUC values for all the 4,796 yeast families was 
obtained (Fig 2.6A). As expected, the distribution is highly skewed towards PR-AUC value = 
1.0, with 92% of family classifiers having values ≥0.75. This shows that the proposed method 
correctly recognizes complete families and assigns high classification performance scores to 
them. 
 
Using the Machine Learning Method to Detect “Pure” but Under-clustered Families 
Even though this under-clustering assessment method performs well in our tests on 
good/true families, it is important to study the behavior of the method on incomplete families. To 
check the behavior of the method on incomplete families, the “true” yeast families were 
modified so that each family is missing a random 20% of the family sequences. 
The distribution of PR-AUC values for 4,796 artificially manipulated families where 
every family is missing 20% of their sequences is shown in Fig 2.6B. The distribution indicates 
that the machine learning performance of the families drops significantly, which shows the 
ability of proposed method to detect incomplete families. For 3,971 out of 4,796 families (83%), 
the PR-AUC value dropped significantly: PR-AUC ≥ 0.9 for true families and PR-AUC < 0.75 
after removing family sequences (Fig 2.6C).  
For each pure under-clustered family, the missing sequences were predicted back using 
lowest alignment score cutoff obtained during training. Since these incomplete families are 
“pure” i.e. they do not contain any non-family sequences, the lowest score cutoff can be regarded 
as a lower bound of the family. Any true family sequence/sequence pair is expected to align to 
the family HMM with a score greater than the lowest score cutoff.  The predicted missing 
sequences were compared to the true missing sequences, for each family, and precision and 
recall values were calculated to study the accuracy of prediction. Out of 4,796 families, the 
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prediction performance for missing sequences was high (precision ≥ 0.75 and recall ≥ 0.75) for 
3760 (78.4%) families with overall mean precision = 0.928 and overall mean recall = 0.859. 
 
Fig 2.6. (A) Distribution of PR-AUC values for “true” yeast families. (B) Distribution of 
PR-AUC values for “pure under-clustered” yeast families with 20% of family sequences 
removed. (C) Scatterplot comparing the PR-AUC values of true families vs. incomplete 
families with 20% of sequences deleted. The distribution for true families is heavily skewed 
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towards 1.0 which shows that separation between the positive and negative pairs is good and in 
majority of the cases perfect, for true gene families. The perfect classification signifies that the 
families are complete with no missing sequences.  The distribution for pure under-clustered 
families shows the drop in the PR-AUC values as compared to the distribution of PR-AUC 
values for true families. The scatterplot shows the drop in the PR-AUC value for each family 
after 20% of the sequences are removed from the family. Each point in the plot represents a 
family. 
 
Application of the Machine Learning Method to Detect and Correct “Impure” and Under-
clustered Families 
Under-clustered families can also contain non-family or “wrong” sequences. To evaluate 
the behavior of our method on incomplete families contaminated with unrelated sequences, 2,391 
yeast families were modified so that each family contained an additional 20% of sequences, from 
a set of the closest non-family sequences - in addition to missing 20% of the original family 
sequences. We analyzed these “impure, under-clustered families” using the machine learning 
method. Since these under-clustered families contain unrelated sequences, it is possible that more 
unrelated sequences could be attracted while selecting the candidate missing sequences, in the 
first step of the workflow (See methods). To make sure only relevant missing candidates are 
selected, only those non-family sequences were retained in the first step that were attracted by at 
least 50% of family sequences. 
As observed in the case of pure under-clustered families, there was a significant reduction 
in the PR-AUC values for 83% of impure, under-clustered families, as compared to the true 
families, indicating that the machine learning method is able to detect under-clustering even 
when there are wrong sequences present in the under-clustered family. Since these families 
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already contain wrong/unrelated sequences, the lowest score cutoff that gives highest recall 
cannot be used for predicting missing sequences. Therefore, two different types of alignment 
score cutoffs - score cutoff obtained using the F1-score function and score cutoff obtained using 
the F2-score function, were used to predict the missing sequences for each of the 2,391 impure 
under-clustered families. Table 2.1 shows the precision and recall results for prediction of 
missing sequences obtained using the two types of score cutoffs. 
Table 2.1. Precision and recall results for predicting missing sequences, for yeast families 
containing non-family sequences in addition to missing 20% of the sequences 
Function 
type 





% of families 
with 
prediction 
recall ≥ 0.75 
% of families 
with both 
prediction 
precision ≥ 0.75 
and prediction 











1138/2391 = 47.5 0.766 0.666 




1426/2391 = 63.1 0.790 0.868 
 
The prediction results show that the alignment score cutoffs obtained using the F1-score 
function predicts missing sequences with high precision for 72% of the families but fails to 
recognize true missing sequences for a majority of the families, with only 56% of the families 
having high recall. Consequently, the overall prediction performance is high (high precision with 
high recall) for only 47% of the families with mean precision = 0.766 and mean recall = 0.666. 
In order to increase the recall performance, score cutoffs obtained using F2-score were also used 
to predict missing sequences for same set of impure under-clustered families. The F2-score 
function is expected to give alignment score cutoffs that favor recall over precision. Accordingly, 
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the alignment score cutoffs obtained using the F2-score function improved the recall for 
prediction of missing sequences with 82% families having high recall and with 70% families 
having high precision performance with mean precision = 0.790 and mean recall = 0.868. This 
has also increased the overall prediction performance with 63% of families having high 
prediction precision and recall for predicting missing sequences. 
 
Comparing Families Obtained from Existing Methods to Reference Families 
The OrthoFinder method has been shown to outperform many popular family building 
methods like OrthoMCL, TreeFam and OMA [15, 30, 31]. Therefore, we used OrthoFinder to 
rebuild the yeast families from 20 yeast proteomes, from the YGOB database. Subsequently, we 
applied the family-sets comparison method to compare the yeast families built using OrthoFinder 
to the reference yeast families from the YGOB database. A total of 7,513 pairs of corresponding 
families were detected between the two sets, out of which, 6,085 families were perfectly rebuilt 
by OrthoFinder i.e. the two-way family overlaps were exactly equal to 1.0 (See Methods). Out of 
the remaining 1,428 family correspondences, for 422 family pairs, the reference – orthofinder 
overlap was less than 1.0 and orthofinder – reference overlap was equal to 1.0, which meant 
these families were under-clustered by OrthoFinder. Similarly, for 875 family pairs, out of 1,428, 
the reference – orthofinder overlap was equal to 1.0 and orthofinder – reference overlap was less 
than 1.0, which meant these families were over-clustered by OrthoFinder. Finally, for 131 family 
pairs, both overlaps were less than 1.0, which meant that these families were both under-




Application of the Machine Learning Method to Improve Families from Existing Family 
Building Methods 
To check if the machine learning method can improve families built using existing family 
building methods, we analyzed 374 under-clustered yeast families from OrthoFinder. The 
machine learning method was able to improve 5 to 19 under-clustered families by predicting 
missing sequences using the family-specific alignment score cutoffs obtained using F1-score and 
F2-score functions, respectively. Table 2.2 shows the results on improving the under-clustered 
OrthoFinder families using two types of alignment score cutoffs obtained using the two F-score 
functions. 










F1-score 5 0.833 0.480 
F2-score 19 0.904 0.648 
 
As expected, the more conservative F1-score function corrects fewer families: only 5, with high 
precision of 0.833 and low recall of 0.48. In comparison, the F2-score function improves 19 
incomplete families, with significantly more recall of 0.65. 
 
Analyzing and Correcting OrthoFinder Legume Families 
We also analyzed 14,663 legume families built using the OrthoFinder (version 2.2.0) tool 
from 14 legume proteomes [32–43] (Table 2.3), using the machine learning method. The 14 
legume species belong to subfamily Papilionoideae of family Fabaceae (the third largest family 
of flowering plants [44]). An ancient Whole Genome Duplication (WGD) occurred in the 
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common ancestor of the Papilionoid sub-family, around 55 Ma [45–52]. In addition, some genera 
such as Glycine and Lupinus have also undergone independent, lineage specific WGDs [52, 53]. 
Table 2.3. Genome and annotation sources and versions. 
 
Species Genotype Assembly Annot. Publication Source 
Arachis duranensis V14167 1 1 
Bertioli et al. 
(2015) 
PeanutBase 
Arachis ipaensis K30076 1 1 
Bertioli et al. 
(2015) 
PeanutBase 
Arachis hypogaea    
Bertioli et al. 
(2015) 
PeanutBase 
Cajanus cajan ICPL87119 1 1 
Varshney et al. 
(2012) 
LegumeInfo 
Cicer arietinum Frontier 1 1 
Varshney et al. 
(2013) 
LegumeInfo 
Glycine max Williams 82 2 1 
Schmutz et al. 
(2010) 
Phytozome 
Lotus japonicus MG20 3 1 Sato et al. (2008) Phytozome 
Lupinus 
angustifolius 
   Hane et al. (2016) LegumeInfo 
Medicago 
truncatula 
A17_HM341 4 2 Tang et al. (2014) Phytozome 
Phaseolus vulgaris G19833 2 1 
Schmutz et al. 
(2014) 
Phytozome 
Trifolium pratense    De Vega (2015) LegumeInfo 
Vigna angularis Va3.0 1 3 Kang et al. (2015) LegumeInfo 
Vigna radiata VC1973A 6 1 Kang et al. (2014) LegumeInfo 
Vigna unguiculata  IT97K 1 1 Phytozome Phytozome 
 
The distribution of family sizes up to size 100 is shown in Fig 2.7. Approximately 12% of 
sequences (64,047) were not clustered by OrthoFinder (i.e. remained as singletons), and there 
were 10,963 families with 2 to 8 sequences (small and potentially under-clustered). 
Our hypothesis is that these small families and the unclustered sequences could be a 
result of over-fragmentation or under-clustering of larger families, due to stringent clustering 
parameters. Accordingly, 14,663 larger families (with sizes between 9 and 36) were analyzed 
using the machine learning method. The unclustered sequences and sequences from smaller 
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families (with 2 to 8 sequences) were compiled together to be used as the sequence database for 
phmmer searches, for gathering candidate missing sequences from the 14,663 families. Only  
 
Fig 2.7. Family size distribution for legume families built using OrthoFinder.  The size 
distribution is shown up to size 100. The families with sizes between 1 and 8 were considered 
unusually small. The families that fall between the vertical red lines (9 ≤ size ≤ 36) were 
analyzed using the machine learning method. 
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those non-family sequences were selected as candidate missing sequences that were attracted by 
at least 50% of family sequences. For 9,581 of the 14,663 families, no candidate missing 
sequences were found according to this selection criteria.  
For the remaining 5,082 families for which one or more candidate missing sequences 
were detected, machine learning models were built and tested to study the separation between the 
positive pairs formed within the family sequences and the negative pairs formed between the 
family and non-family sequences. The distribution of PR-AUC values for the 5,082 legume 
families is shown in Fig 2.8. The distribution is skewed towards 1.0, showing that most of these 
families have good separation between the positive and negative pairs. 
For 1,665 families out of 5,082, one or more missing sequences were predicted using the 
family-specific alignment score cutoffs obtained in training, using the F1-score function. The F1-
score function was used to obtain the optimal alignment score cutoffs, as family precision was 
considered more important than recall for predicting the missing sequences. There were 3,588 
sequences from the small families that were predicted as missing from 1,665 larger families. 
Next, we attempted to merge the smaller families into the larger families using the 
predicted missing sequences with the following merging rule. If, for a larger family, missing 
sequences were predicted from a smaller family that were more than 50% of the size of the 
smaller family, the corresponding smaller family was merged into the larger family. For small 
families that had potential to merge into more than one larger family, the hhsearch program 
(version 2.0.16) [54], from the hh-suite package, was used to select the best-matching larger 






Fig 2.8. Distribution of PR-AUC values for 5082 families analyzed using the under-
clustering detection and correction method. The distribution is skewed towards higher PR-




We used the tree-based over-clustering detection method to check the correctness of the 
family mergings. The tree-based scoring method was applied to each of the 933 merged families 
for detecting presence of monophyletic clades containing all the legume sequences, with respect 
to legume outgroups. The merging was considered correct if only one monophyletic legume 
clade was observed in the merged family tree, i.e. the tree score was equal to 1. Out of the 933 
trees, the tree score was equal to 1 for 478 families. Also, there were 56 families with tree scores 
less than 1 and containing more than one legume clades, but the newly merged sequences were 
part of a major clade containing 70% or more sequences from the merged family, and the minor 
clades contained 30% or less sequences that were part of the original unmerged family. For at 
least 534 families out of the 933 corrected families, family mergings predicted by the machine 
learning method were consistent with expected phylogenetic relationships. 
We also attempted to predict missing sequences for the 14,633 legume families using a 
simple HMM searching strategy, to highlight the importance of family-specific alignment score 
cutoffs. Every family HMM was searched against the database of sequences from the small 
families and sequences that align to the family with e-value ≤ 1e-10 were predicted as missing 
sequences for the family. This resulted in unusually large family clusters, with more than 1600 
clusters containing ≥ 100 sequences, and the largest clusters containing more than 1,400 
sequences. This shows that the generic E-value cutoff is too relaxed for some families. For 
example, for family OG0001825 (size = 36), 6 sequences were predicted as missing using the 
family-specific alignment score cutoff through the machine learning method, as opposed to 227 
sequences that were predicted as missing using the simple HMM searching strategy with a e-




Under-clustering and over-clustering are common problems in current family building 
methods. For example, at least 374 under-clustered and 875 over-clustered yeast families were 
produced by the OrthoFinder method.  In the case of legume families, the OrthoFinder method 
could not assign about 12% of the genes to any family, and many small families were also 
produced - potentially indicating fragmentation of larger families. In this work, we present 
methods for detection and correction of under-clustered and over-clustered families using a 
sequence-pair-based classification approach, a family-sets comparison approach, and a tree-
based family scoring approach.  
The machine learning method was tested on “true” and modified yeast families to check 
the effectiveness of the methods in detecting complete families and in detecting and correcting 
under-clustered families. On the true yeast families, the method correctly identified complete 
families, assigning near-optimal or perfect PR-AUC values to the unmodified families, and also 
identifying under-clustered families through low or sub-optimal values for the PR-AUC statistic. 
These results show that the family-specific alignment score cutoffs obtained during training the 
machine learning models were able to recognize true missing sequences for the families even 
when unrelated sequences were present in the families. 
The family-sets comparison method was used to compare the reference set of yeast 
families, obtained from the YGOB database, to the set of families built using OrthoFinder. Out 
of the total number of yeast families produced by OrthoFinder, the family-sets comparison 
method was able to detect at least 374 yeast families that were under-clustered. To check if the 
machine learning method can improve these families, we applied the machine learning method, 
finding that it was able to improve up to 19 families by predicting the correct missing sequences 
for these families, with mean precision of 0.9 and mean recall of 0.65. 
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Finally, we also applied the machine learning method for analyzing 14,633 legume 
families built using OrthoFinder. The machine learning method was able to identify 3,588 
missing sequences for 1,665 families, which were subsequently used to merge 2,216 small 
families into 933 larger families using a simple merging rule. The tree-based over-clustering 
detection method used to score and analyze the phylogenies of the merged families provided 
confirmatory evidence for correct mergings in at least 534 of the 933 merged families.  
The machine learning based under-clustering detection and correction method can 
employ different types of family-specific alignment score cutoffs for predicting missing 
sequences, depending upon the nature of under-clustering and preference of family precision or 
family completeness. There is a tradeoff between the objectives of family accuracy and family 
completeness. If family precision is valued more highly than family completeness, then an 
alignment score cutoff with high value is recommended. Conversely, if family completeness 
(recall) is preferred over precision, then a low alignment score cutoff should be used for 
predicting missing sequences. The alignment score cutoff obtained using the F1-score function 
(i.e. F-score with β = 1) appears to be predicting missing family sequences with high precision 
and low recall, as seen from the prediction results on impure under-clustered families. Therefore, 
the alignment score cutoff obtained using the F1-score function can be used to predict missing 
sequences for families with high precision. On the other hand, the alignment score cutoffs 
obtained using the F2-score function improves the recall for prediction at the expense of 
precision, favoring recall over precision. The high-recall alignment score cutoff obtained using 
the F2-score function can be used for predicting missing family sequences with more recall at the 
expense of precision. The lowest alignment score cutoff with the highest possible recall can be 
used in case of those under-clustered families that are not “contaminated” with unrelated 
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sequences. Based on the results obtained from modified under-clustered yeast families, we can 
make the following recommendations on which type of alignment score cutoff to use for a given 
set of families. If the user/expert is confident that any family detected as under-clustered (has a 
low PR-AUC value) has a low probability of containing non-family/unrelated sequences, then 
the score cutoff obtained using the F2-score or the lowest possible score cutoff can be reliably 
used for predicting the missing family sequences. In contrast, if the user thinks that the under-
clustered family may contain up to 20% of unrelated sequences, then the more conservative 
score cutoff obtained using the F1-score function should be used for predicting the missing 
sequences. 
Although the machine learning method shows good results empirically, we note a 
statistical weakness in the method that should be considered when interpreting results. Because 
the method trains the HMMs and tests on pairs of sequences obtained from a family, there may 
be overlap of information between the training and testing sets, due to overlap of sequences 
between the sets. For example, if a family contains three sequences: A, B and C, and the training 
is performed using the sequence pairs A-B and B-C with the test set containing the sequence pair 
A-C, there is overlap of information between the training and the test sets since sequences A and 
C are present in both the sets, even though training was performed on consensus sequences of 
individual pairs and not the sequences themselves. This overlap of information between the 
training and test sets might create family models that are biased towards recognizing and family 
sequences and biased against accepting true missing sequences. This bias might result in 
overestimation of family-specific alignment score cutoffs i.e. score cutoffs that are higher or 
more stringent than the “true” score cutoffs for the given families.  
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The methods presented here can be used as a post-processing tools for independently 
assessing gene family sets built using existing family building methods. Every family can be 
analyzed using the methods for signs of under-clustering or over-clustering, using the machine 
learning, family-sets comparison and tree-based over-clustering detection methods. We also 
provide the containerized versions of all the tools presented in this work. The container for the 
machine learning method for detection and correction of under-clustered families can be 
downloaded from https://hub.docker.com/r/akshayayadav/undercl-detection-correction. The 
containers for the family-sets comparison method and the tree-based over-clustering detection 
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Abstract 
The legume gene families at legumeinfo.org are built from 14 Papilionoid legume 
species, using methods that utilize differences in the synonymous-sites (Ks) in the gene 
sequences in order to capture the family clusters defined by the whole-genome duplication 
(WGD) that occurred in the Papilionoid ancestor.  Here, we test methods for improving these 
gene families by detecting and merging fragmented or under-clustered families and splitting 
combined or over-clustered families, using HMM-based and tree-based methods, respectively. 
The family merging strategy is based on a two-way HMM-based database search procedure in 
which missing sequences are predicted for each family using their family HMMs and the 
outgroup sequences. Subsequently, a simple overlap rule is used to merge families using the 
predicted missing sequences. Using the two-way HMM-based search procedure, we were able to 
merge 1,720 families into 841 clusters. The same merging protocol was also used to reclassify 
3,045 previously unclustered sequences into 347 families. A tree-based family splitting strategy 
was also applied to separate 2,554 merged and unmerged families in to 5495 families, that were 
detected as over-clustered by a sequence-pair-based family scoring method. We analyzed the 
improvements in the legume families after the application of merging and splitting procedures by 
comparing the protein domain compositions of the new families against the original families. We 
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provide the containerized versions of family merging, splitting and scoring methods along with 
the new set of improved legume families. 
 
Introduction 
The legume family (Leguminosae, Fabaceae) is the third largest family of flowering 
plants, comprised of approximately 750 genera and 20,000 species [1, 2]. The family originated 
around 59-64 million years ago (Mya) and rapidly diverged into 6 subfamilies [3, 4] with 4 of 
them - Papilionoideae, Caesalpinioideae, Detarioideae, Cercidoideae containing the majority of 
genera and species [2]. All four subfamilies have been shown to be affected by whole-genome 
duplications (WGDs), with especially strong evidence at the base of the Papilionoideae. For the 
other 3 lineages, the precise timing of WGDs remains uncertain due to low sampling [5]. Gene 
families hosted at legumeinfo.org in 2019 [6] are built from 14 legume proteomes all belonging 
to the subfamily Papilionoideae [7-18]. Table 3.1 lists the legume species and sources. 
The families were built using a custom family construction method in order to 
circumscribe the family clusters such that each family captures all legume orthologs and paralogs 
deriving from speciations and legume WGDs, but not sequences deriving from earlier WGD 
events. The method used a combination of homology-filtering based on per-species synonymous 
site changes (Ks), comparisons with outgroup species, Markov clustering, and progressive 
refinements of family Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). The gene families are available at 
https://legumeinfo.org/data/public/Gene_families/legume.genefam.fam1.M65K/ and associated 




Table 3.1. Genome and annotation sources and versions 
Species Genotype Assembly Annot. Publication Source 
Arachis duranensis V14167 1 1 Bertioli et al. 2015 PeanutBase 
Arachis ipaensis K30076 1 1 Bertioli et al. 2015 PeanutBase 
Arachis hypogaea    Bertioli et al. 2015 PeanutBase 
Cajanus cajan ICPL87119 1 1 
Varshney et al. 
2012 
LegumeInfo 
Cicer arietinum Frontier 1 1 
Varshney et al. 
2013 
LegumeInfo 
Glycine max Williams 82 2 1 
Schmutz et al. 
2010 
Phytozome 
Lotus japonicus MG20 3 1 Sato et al. 2008 Phytozome 
Lupinus 
angustifolius 
   Hane et al. 2017 LegumeInfo 
Medicago 
truncatula 
A17_HM341 4 2 Tang et al. 2014 Phytozome 
Phaseolus vulgaris G19833 2 1 
Schmutz et al. 
2014 
Phytozome 
Trifolium pratense    
De Vega et al. 
2015 
LegumeInfo 
Vigna angularis Va3.0 1 3 Kang et al. 2015 LegumeInfo 
Vigna radiata VC1973A 6 1 Kang et al. 2014 LegumeInfo 
Vigna unguiculata  IT97K 1 1 Phytozome Phytozome 
  
Approximately 18k families were obtained using the custom Ks-based family building 
method, with family sizes ranging from 2 to 1260 sequences. Also, there were approximately 
100k leftover/unclustered sequences that were not clustered in any of the families. The 
distribution of family sizes up to size 100 can be seen from Fig 3.1. The majority of the families 
fall between sizes 9 to 36 with two distinct peaks around sizes 16-20 and 28-32 corresponding to 
families that have lost the papilionoid WGD duplicate and to families that have retained the 





Fig 3.1. Size distribution of current legume families up to size 100. 
 
In this study, we describe several general methods for assessing and improving the Ks-
based legume families [6] using methods for detecting and correcting under-clustered and over-
clustered gene families. Under-clustered gene families are those that are missing true sequences 
and could be produced due to fragmentation of larger families. Over-clustered families are those 
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that contain incorrect sequences due merging of two or more separate families. We used a 
Hidden Markov Model (HMM)-based searching method together with comparison to sequences 
from outgroup species for recognizing and merging under-clustered families and subsequently 
applied a tree-based method for detecting and splitting over-clustered families. We also 
employed a family scoring method based on protein domain composition within the families to 
study the change in the quality of the families with respect to the protein domains. Protein 
domains are sections of protein sequences that can fold and function independently. 
Consequently, multidomain proteins can evolve in a modular fashion through domain deletions, 
insertions or duplications in addition to sequence-based evolution [19]. Domain composition 
and/or content have been previously used to detect sequence homology with high accuracy [20, 
21]. Closely related sequences from the same family can be expected to have fairly similar 
domain types and domain content. Accordingly, the domain-composition-based family scoring 
method assigns scores to families based on number of domains shared between the sequences of 
the family. This scoring scheme is expected to assign higher scores to families where most of the 
sequences have similar domain compositions. In general, well-conserved families are expected to 
have higher domain composition scores. Conversely, over-clustered families containing diverse 
sequences are expected to have lower scores due to less conservation of domain compositions 
across all the sequences. 
 
Methods 
HMM-based Family Merging 
The hmmsearch and hmmscan programs from the HMMER package [22] are respectively 
designed for searching an HMM profile against a sequence database and searching individual 
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sequences against a database of HMM profiles. We first used hmmsearch to search each family 
HMM against the database containing sequences from all other legume families and sequences 
from outgroup species. All the legume sequences that align to the family better than any 
outgroup sequence and with e-value ≤ 10-5 were collected into a list called “closer sequences”. 
We then took each sequence from the list of “closer sequences” to search against the database of 
all family HMMs and queries that find the original family as the best match were predicted as 
missing sequences for the family.  The predicted missing sequences for each family were then 
used to merge families using  the following merging rule: if for a family ‘x’, missing sequences 
were predicted from another family ‘y’ that were more than 50% of the size of ‘y’, then family 
‘y’ was merged into family ‘x’. 
A similar strategy was used to reclassify previously unclustered sequences into families. 
In the hmmsearch step, each family HMM was searched against the database of unclustered 
sequences and outgroup sequences to find the candidate missing sequences; and in the next 
hmmscan step, the candidate missing sequences that find the corresponding family HMM as the 
best match among all the family HMMs were predicted as missing sequences for the family. 
Subsequently, new families were formed by including the previously unclustered sequences that 
were predicted as missing for the family. The mafft program [23] was used to generate Multiple 
Sequence Alignments (MSAs) for the families in order to build family HMMs. 
 
Tree-based Family Scoring and Splitting 
All the merged and unmerged families were subjected to a rooted-tree-based family 
splitting procedure where rooted phylogenies were built for each family, together with the closest 
outgroup sequences, and analyzed for the presence of monophyletic legume clades. First, the 
closest outgroup sequences were identified for each family by searching the family HMM 
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against the database of outgroup sequences and selecting the top 10 best matching outgroup 
sequences that align to the family HMM with e-value ≤ 10-5. Then, phylogenies were inferred for 
the combined set of family and outgroup sequences and rooted using the closest outgroup 
sequence. The FastTree tool [24] was used for construction Maximum Likelihood (ML) family 
phylogenies and functions from the ETE Toolkit [25, 26] were used to root the family trees.  
In the next step, quantitative scores were assigned to the rooted family phylogenies in 
order to reflect the number of monophyletic legumes clades present in the trees. This scoring 
scheme is based on the proportion of legume sequence pairs that appear to diverge after the 
divergence of outgroup sequences. For a given rooted family tree, each pair of legume sequences 
found within the tree was labeled as True Positive (TP) or False Positive (FP) depending upon 
whether the pair appears to have diverged after or before the divergence of one or more outgroup 
sequences. The divergence status of any legume sequence pair in the tree was checked using the 
Most Recent Common Ancestor (MRCA) of the pair. All sequences corresponding to leaf nodes 
under this MRCA were collected and checked for the presence of one or more outgroup 
sequences. If no outgroup sequences were detected under the MRCA of a legume sequence pair, 
the pair is labelled as a TP, else it is labelled as FP. The FP label for any legume sequence pair 
indicates that there is at least one outgroup sequence that has diverged after the divergence of the 
pair and the corresponding sequences of the pair have been wrongly clustered into one family. A 
score for the family was calculated as TP/(TP+FP) which gives the proportion of legume 
sequence pairs diverging after the outgroup separation in the family tree. 
Finally, the family trees that have suboptimal (<1.0) tree scores were split by separating 
individual monophyletic legume clades that contain at least 70% of the total legume species. 
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Python programs that utilize functions from the ETE Toolkit [25, 26] were used to process, score 
and separate the monophyletic legume clades from family trees. 
 
Protein-domain-composition-based Family Scoring 
Gene families were also scored to reflect the protein domain composition of their 
constituent sequences. Pfam [27] domains were assigned to all sequences within each family 
using the pfam_scan.pl [28] program. For each pair of sequences within a given family, domain 
feature vectors were defined for the sequences of the pair based on the combined set of domains 
detected in both the sequences. The cosine similarity score was calculated between the two 
feature vectors. For example, suppose sequences X and Y from the same family have the domain 
orderings, (A, B, B, C) and (A, A, B, D), respectively. The duplicate domains in both the 
sequences are assigned unique ids to distinguish them from each other, X: (A, B, B-2, C) and 
Y:(A, A-2, B, D). The domain content universe for both the sequences is (A, A-2, B, B-2, C, D). 
Accordingly, the domain feature vector for both sequences is X: (x1, 0, x2, x3, x4, 0) and Y: (y1, 
y2, y3, 0, 0, y4), where xi and yi are the alignment scores for the corresponding domain HMMs 
aligning against the sequences X and Y, respectively. Cosine similarities (eq 1) were calculated 
between all pairs of sequences using their domain feature vectors. The domain composition score 








                                                  (1) 
 
Results 
The HMM-based protocol was applied on all ~18k Ks-based legume families. Sequences 
from 5 outgroup species: Prunus persica, Cucumis sativus, Arabidopsis thaliana, Vitis vinifera 
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and Solanum lycopersicum were used to collect the closer non-family sequences for each family 
(See Methods). Using the closer sequences, 32,402 missing sequences were predicted for 3,679 
families. Subsequently, the predicted missing sequences were used for merging 1,720 families 
into 841 clusters using the 50% merging rule (See Methods). The same HMM-based searching 
protocol was also used to reclassify 3,045 previously unclustered sequences into 347 families. 
Fig. 3.2 shows the size distributions, up to family size 60, of the 1720 families that were merged 
to produce 841 clusters and the 347 families into which previously unclustered sequences were 
classified. Both the distributions show a majority involvement of small families in merging and 
accepting unclustered sequences. We see 2 distinct peaks in the size distribution of merged  
 
Fig 3.2. Family size distributions (up to size 60) of legume families involved in family 
merging (left) accepting previous unclustered sequences (right). 
families, one between sizes 2 to 6 and another between sizes 16 to 18. This can be interpreted as 
small families with sizes 2 to 6 merging into families containing 16 to 18 sequences. We also see 
involvement of a considerable number of larger families in merging. Similarly, the size 
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distribution of unclustered corrected families also shows peaks between sizes 8 to 12, which 
shows the high tendency of these families in accepting previously unclustered sequences. 
Next, the tree-based splitting procedure was applied on both merged and unmerged 
legume families to correct for over-clustering. For each family, closest outgroup sequences were 
first identified and Maximum-Likelihood (ML) family phylogeny was inferred along with the 
selected outgroup sequences. Each family tree was scored and analyzed for the presence of 
monophyletic legume clades after rooting the tree using the closest available outgroup sequence. 
Rooted trees with scores < 1.0 were analyzed for the presence of monophyletic legume clades. 
Families containing more than one legume clade were split in order to separate the clades into 
different families.  As a result, 2554 merged and unmerged families were split into 5495 
families. The size distribution, up to size 200, of the families that were split is shown in Fig 3.3. 
The distribution shows the majority of families that were split contained around 30 to 50 
sequences according to the parameters used for splitting the families (See Methods). 
We used the domain-composition-based family scoring to check for the improvements in 
the families produced after the application of the merging and splitting procedures. Since the 
domain-composition-based scoring is expected to assign higher scores to families with the 
constituent sequences containing similar domain compositions, the newly created families are 
expected to have, on average, higher domain composition scores than the original families. 
Therefore, both the original families and the corrected families were analyzed through the 
domain-composition-based scoring method to study the change in the domain compositions of 
the two family sets. Table 3.2 shows the increase in family counts in the new families, as 
compared to the original families, for domain composition scores ≥ 0.7. We can see an increase 
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in the number of families in the new set as compared to the original set, in all 4 high scoring 
categories. 
 
Fig 3.3. Family size distribution of legumes families that were split using the tree-based 




Table 3.2: Family counts in the new and the original set of legume families for high values 
of domain composition scores 
score categories  # of new families # of original families 
= 1.0  6425 5542 
≥ 0.9 12777 11328 
≥ 0.8 14940 13226 
≥ 0.7 15787 13997 
 
Discussion 
The legume gene families at legumeinfo.org [6] are built from 14 legume species using a 
custom family construction method that leverages information from the WGD at the base of the 
papilionoid subfamily. The family construction method uses the differences in synonymous sites 
(Ks) to detect and circumscribe families that diverged specifically due to occurrence of WGD in 
the papilionoid ancestor. In this work, we describe methods for improving gene families, testing 
these methods on the legume gene families. Our approach uses the following three steps: 1) 
merging over-fragmented families into larger families using a two-way HMM-based searching 
method, 2) placing previously unclustered sequences into families using the same HMM-based 
searching method, 3) splitting over-clustered families into separate clusters using a tree-based 
family scoring method. The application of the first and second steps resulted in merging of 1720 
families into 841 clusters, and reclassification of 3,045 previously unclustered sequences into 
347 families. Size distributions of the merged and the unclustered, corrected families showed the 
inclusion of many small families into larger families. 
Subsequently, application of the third step to the merged and unmerged families resulted 
in separation of 2,554 families into 5,495 individual clusters. The family size distributions show 
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that majority of the families that were split contained 30 to 50 sequences - which is an expected 
size range for these families, considering speciation and genome duplication histories in the 
legumes. We also studied the improvements in the legume families obtained after the application 
of merging and splitting procedures using the protein domain composition scores of families. An 
increase in the number of high scoring families was observed in the new set, as compared to the 
original set which showed that families from new set were better in terms of domain 
compositions within the family. We release the new set families as an improved version of Ks-
based legume families at this location: https://de.cyverse.org/dl/d/877F3083-0E4C-4A70-8624-
E3AB14B3AA60/lgf5v2.tar.gz. Also, since the family merging and splitting techniques 
explained in this work operate directly on family clusters irrespective of the method used to 
produce the families, we also release the containerized versions of these techniques which can be 
downloaded from https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/akshayayadav/hmmsearch-
hmmscan-family-merging and https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/akshayayadav/overcl-
detection-correction, respectively. The docker container for scoring families using their protein 
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CHAPTER 4.    CERCIS: A NON-POLYPLOID GENOMIC RELIC WITHIN THE 
GENERALLY POLYPLOID LEGUME FAMILY 
Akshay Yadav, Jacob S. Stai, Carole Sinou, Anne Bruneau, Jeff J. Doyle, David 
Fernández-Baca, Steven B. Cannon 
Modified from a manuscript published in frontiers in Plant Science 
 
Abstract 
Based on evolutionary, phylogenomic, and synteny analyses of genome sequences for 
more than a dozen diverse legume species as well as analysis of chromosome counts across the 
legume family, we conclude that the genus Cercis provides a plausible model for an early 
evolutionary form of the legume genome. The small Cercis genus is in the earliest-diverging 
clade in the earliest-diverging legume subfamily (Cercidoideae). The Cercis genome is 
physically small, and has accumulated mutations at an unusually slow rate compared to other 
legumes. Chromosome counts across 477 legume genera, combined with phylogenetic 
reconstructions and histories of whole-genome duplications, suggest that the legume progenitor 
had 7 chromosomes – as does Cercis. We propose a model in which a legume progenitor, with 7 
chromosomes, diversified into species that would become the Cercidoideae and the remaining 
legume subfamilies; then speciation in the Cercidoideae gave rise to the progenitor of the Cercis 
genus. There is evidence for a genome duplication in the remaining Cercidoideae, which is likely 
due to allotetraploidy involving hybridization between a Cercis progenitor and a second diploid 
species that existed at the time of the polyploidy event. Outside the Cercidoideae, a set of 
probably independent whole-genome duplications gave rise to the five other legume subfamilies, 
at least four of which have predominant counts of 12–14 chromosomes among their early-
diverging taxa. An earlier study concluded that independent duplications occurred in the 
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Caesalpinioideae, Detarioideae, and Papilionoideae. We conclude that Cercis may be unique 
among legumes in lacking evidence of polyploidy, a process that has shaped the genomes of all 
other legumes thus far investigated. 
 
Introduction 
The legume family, Leguminosae, with approximately 20,000 species, is the third most 
diverse plant family, after Orchidaceae and Asteraceae [1]. The family underwent a rapid 
radiation shortly after its origin ∼59–64 million years ago (Mya) [2, 3], giving rise to six 
lineages that have recently been recognized as subfamilies by the international legume 
systematics community [1]. Among those subfamilies, four of them (Papilionoideae, 
Caesalpinioideae, Detarioideae, Cercidoideae) contain the vast majority of genera and species, 
while Dialioideae contains 17 genera and 84 species, and Duparquetioideae contains a single 
genus and species. The four larger subfamilies have been shown [4] to each have been affected 
by early whole-genome duplications (WGDs): at the base of the Papilionoideae and near the 
origins of the Cercidoideae, Detarioideae, and Caesalpinioideae – though the precise timing of 
the WGD(s) in the latter three lineages remains uncertain due to low sampling. 
In particular, the WGD status and timing within the Cercidoideae has been uncertain: did 
a WGD predate the earliest divergences in the family, or did it occur later? Cannon et al. (2015) 
[4] reported a WGD signal for Bauhinia tomentosa, based on comparisons of divergence times of 
duplicated genes and orthologs based on synonymous substitution distributions (Ks peaks for 
duplication and speciation) from transcriptome sequence – but no WGD peak was evident for 
Cercis canadensis. This result was inconclusive, however: lack of a WGD peak could have been 
due to sequence loss or non-recovery for that genus. The genus Cercis is sister to the remainder 
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of the Cercidoideae genera [5–7]; we therefore address the question of whether Cercis was 
affected by an early WGD or whether the WGD occurred later in the evolution of the subfamily. 
The legumes fall within the Fabidae (rosid 1) clade [8], and thus were affected by the 
gamma triplication event that occurred around the time of the origin of the core eudicots, 
approximately 120 Mya [9]. Species such as Phaseolus (bean; papilionoid) or Desmanthus 
(bundleflower; caesalpinioid) show evidence of old but independent duplications within the 
legume family [4]. Finding one or more early-diverging legume species without WGD would be 
of interest because such species could provide important clues to both the structure of the 
ancestral legume genome and the evolution of species and genomes across this large family. 
In the present study, we investigate a new set of genome sequences from the 
Cercidoideae, Caesalpinioideae, and Papilionoideae, as well as extensive chromosome count data 
from across the legumes. We also describe results from targeted sequencing of selected genes 
within the Cercidoideae, to clarify the timing and nature of WGDs affecting the legumes. We 
present evidence supporting lack of a WGD in the genus Cercis, and hypothesize an 
allotetraploidy event affecting the remainder of the Cercidoideae subfamily. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Gene Family Construction, Ks Analysis, and Phylogeny Calculation 
Gene families include proteomes (complete sets of translated coding sequences – one 
representative transcript per gene) from fifteen legume species, and five non-legume species – 
which were used for phylogenetic rooting and evolutionary context. Species and sources are 
indicated in Table 4.1. We used a custom gene family construction method in order to best 
capture some challenging features of the phylogeny. Gene family features to account for include 
early WGDs affecting species in the family – but we wished to avoid an older genome 
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triplication, occurring early in angiosperm evolution. Therefore, we used a combination of 
homology filtering based on per-species synonymous site changes, comparison with outgroup 
species, Markov clustering, and progressive refinements of family hidden Markov models 
(HMMs). The gene families are available at 
https://legumeinfo.org/data/public/Gene_families/legume.genefa m.fam1.M65K/ and associated 
methods and scripts are available at https://github.com/LegumeFederation/legfed_gene_families 
although the resources at those locations are focused on papilionoid species rather than on the 
non-papilionoid species examined in this paper. The same gene families above were used in the 
analysis in this paper, but with several papilionoid species removed and five other species added 
(via HMM-search and HMM alignment of the other species to the gene-family HMMs), as 
shown in Table 4.1 [10–24].  
Table 4.1. Genome and annotation sources and versions. 
Species Genotype Assembly Annot. Publication Source 
Arachis 
duranensis 
V14167 1 1 Bertioli et al. (2016) PeanutBase 











2 1 Schmutz et al. (2010) Phytozome 
Phaseolus 
vulgaris 
G19833 2 1 Schmutz et al. (2014) Phytozome 
Vigna radiata VC1973A 6 1 Kang et al. (2014) LegumeInfo 





4 2 Tang et al. (2014) Phytozome 
Cicer arietinum Frontier 1 1 
Varshney et al. 
(2013) 
LegumeInfo 
Nissolia schottii   1 1 
Griesmann et al. 
(2018) 
GigaDB 
Mimosa pudica   1 1 





Table 4.1 Continued 
Species Genotype Assembly Annot. Publication Source 
Chamaecrista 
fasciculata 
  1 1 





  1 1 Cannon et al. (2015) GigaDB 
Cercis 
canadensis 
  1 1 
Griesmann et al. 
(2018) 
GigaDB 
Prunus persica Lovell 2 2.1 IPGI (2013) Phytozome 
Cucumis sativus   1 1 Phytozome, 2017 Phytozome 
Vitis vinifera PN40024 12X 12X Jaillon et al. (2007) Phytozome 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
Col-0 TAIR10 TAIR10 





LA1589 ITAG2.4 ITAG2.4 




Gene families were generated as follows. All-by-all comparisons of protein sequences for 
all species were calculated using BLAST [25]). Matches were filtered to the top two matches per 
query, with at least 50% query coverage and 60% identity. For the resulting gene pairs, in-frame 
nucleotide alignments of coding sequences were calculated, which were used, in turn, to 
calculate synonymous  Ks counts per gene pair, using the PAML package [26], with the Nei and 
Gojobori (1986) [27] method for estimating the numbers of synonymous nucleotide 
substitutions. The calculation process was driven using the synonymous_calc.py wrapper script 
[28], which additionally uses the packages biopython [29], ClustalW2 [30], and PAL2NAL [31]. 
For each species pair, histograms of Ks frequencies were used as the basis for choosing per-
species Ks cutoffs for that species pair in the legumes. For most species pairs, the selected peak 
corresponded with the papilionoid duplication (Ks average of 0.6, varying between 0.45 and 0.8). 
For comparisons between papilionoid species and the four non-papilionoid legume species 
(Mimosa pudica, Chamaecrista fasciculata, B. tomentosa, and C. canadensis), the selected peak 
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corresponded to the speciation divergence between the pair of species. To accommodate 
variation in Ks values, the cutoff for each species pair was generally set at 1.5 times the modal Ks 
value (Ks peak). The set of gene pairs was filtered to remove all pairs with Ks values greater than 
the per-species-pair Ks cutoff. The resulting set of filtered pairs was used for Markov clustering, 
implemented in the mcl program [32], with inflation parameter 1.2, and relative score values 
(transformed from Ks values) indicated with the -abc flag. Sequence alignments were then 
generated for all gene families using MUSCLE [33]. Hidden Markov models (HMMs) were 
calculated from the alignments using the hmmer package [34], and sequences in each family 
were realigned to the family that those sequences were assigned to, in order to determine HMM 
bitscores and calculate a median alignment score for each family. Families were then evaluated 
for outliers: sequences scoring less than 40% of the median HMM bitscore for the family were 
removed. The HMMs were then recalculated for each family (without the low-scoring outliers), 
and were used as targets for HMM search of all sequences in the proteome sets – including those 
omitted during the initial Ks filtering. Again, sequences scoring less than 40% of the median 
HMM bitscore for the family were removed. These HMM alignments were then used for 
calculating phylogenetic trees, after trimming non-aligning characters (characters outside the 
HMM match states). Phylogenies were calculated using RAxML [35], with model 
PROTGAMMAAUTO, and rooted using the closest available outgroup species. 
 
Calculation of Ks Values and Modal Ks Peaks 
Synonymous-site differences (Ks) were calculated by two methods: first, based on gene-
pairs derived from the top two matches of genes between or within species, based on blastp 
sequence searches; and second, based on gene-pairs derived from genomic synteny comparisons 
and coding-sequence coordinates, provided to the CoGe SynMap service at 
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https://genomevolution.org/coge/ [36]. In the former case (calculated on top blastp matches), Ks 
values were calculated using PAML, driven by synonymous_calc.py, by Haibao Tang, available 
at https://github.com/tanghaibao/bio-pipeline. From the PAML output, the Nei-Gojobori Ks value 
was used [27]. For both approaches (BLAST-based and synteny gene-pair-based), Ks histograms 
were calculated after filtering for Ks values between 0 and 2. 
 
Inference of Consensus Branch Lengths from Ks Peaks 
To infer branch lengths for an idealized gene tree from these Ks peak values (Fig 4.1D), 
modal Ks peak values were read from Ks histograms, with values representing WGD events for a 
species compared with itself (e.g., in Phaseolus with respect to the papilionoid WGD) or 
orthologous gene separations between species (e.g., between Phaseolus and Cercis). The modal 
Ks values were then used to algebraically calculate branch lengths along a gene tree with known 
species topology and hypothesized duplication history, for the selected species. In these 
calculations, each branch segment is a variable to be solved, given the observed distances 
between each terminal (e.g., 0.55 for the phylogenetic path between Phaseolus and Cercis). 
Because the internal branch lengths are not uniquely determinable from the observed Ks path-
lengths, several branch lengths were set at 0.01 (based on very short branch lengths observed in 
both gene trees and species trees): branches subtending the Chamaecrista WGD, the 
papilionoid/caesalpinioid clade, and the Cercis–Bauhinia 2 clade. Then, a PHYLIP-format [37] 
gene tree was manually generated for the represented species, using branch length values from 




Methods for Mining for Tree Topologies 
To test the order of phylogenetic events, gene trees were evaluated for 14,709 legume gene 
family trees that contain Cercis and/or Bauhinia sequences. Python scripts that use the functions 
from the ETE Toolkit [38, 39] were used to read and analyze the legume gene family trees using 
the species overlap method [40]. The species overlap method labels an internal node in a given 
rooted tree as D (duplication event) or S (speciation event) based on whether there are common 
species between both partitions corresponding to the two subsequent children nodes. Species-
overlap tests were run for trees in which same-species terminal pairs were collapsed (when both 
branch lengths were less than 0.01), to control for local private gene duplications. 
 
Results 
Ks Peaks from Self-Comparisons of Coding Sequence 
Within- and between-species comparisons of rates of synonymous-site changes per synonymous 
site were evaluated by Cannon et al. (2015) [4] for 20 diverse legume species – including 
representatives from each of the four largest legume subfamilies. These showed Ks peaks of 
around 0.3–0.6 in all species except Cercis, where only a much older peak of ∼1.5 was seen. 
Because that work was based on transcriptome sequence for most species, there was some 
question whether the absence of the peak in Cercis might be due to poor sequence quality or 
sequence non-recovery (although the transcriptome assembly statistics were generally in the 
same range as for the other species). Recent availability of genome sequences for C. canadensis, 
C. fasciculata, M. pudica, and Nissolia schottii, from Griesmann et al. (2018) [18], provides an 
opportunity to test Ks and other results with greater rigor. Chamaecrista and Mimosa fall within 
the Caesalpinioideae subfamily, and Nissolia is in the Papilionoideae subfamily, within the 
dalbergioid clade, along with peanut (Arachis). For Ks analysis in this study, we focus 
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particularly on Cercis, Bauhinia (as representatives of the Cercidoideae), Chamaecrista (as a 
representative from the Caesalpinioideae), and Phaseolus (as a representative of the 
Papilionoideae), to investigate evidence for the presence and timing of possible WGDs in these 
lineages. We include Phaseolus to provide an example of a species with high-quality genome 
sequence and a well-studied, early WGD. 
Ks results from genes predicted in the C. canadensis (“cerca”) and C. fasciculata 
(“chafa”) genome assemblies are shown in Fig 4.1, along with genes from Phaseolus vulgaris 
(“phavu”) and from B. tomentosa (“bauto”; transcriptome-derived). The Ks values were 
determined both for top BLAST-based gene-pairs between species and within species (e.g., top 
pairs within Cercis). 
There is a clear Ks peak for Cercis–Bauhinia at 0.15 and a peak for Bauhinia compared 
with itself at 0.25 (Fig 4.1A, 4.1C). Although there are some duplications near 0 in Cercis 
compared with itself, there is no older Cercis–Cercis peak as the prominent peak seen in 
Bauhinia–Bauhinia at 0.25. The duplications near 0 in the Cercis–Cercis plot are likely due to 
local gene duplications (as also seen, for example, in the Phaseolus–Phaseolus self-comparison 
in Fig 4.1A vs 4.1B), as this signature of recent duplications is absent in the synteny-derived Ks 
plots in Fig 4.2. 
We find the expected strong WGD peak within Phaseolus and also for Phaseolus–Cercis 
(at 0.6 and 0.55), respectively, but again, no older peak within Cercis compared with itself (Fig 
4.1B). The fact that the Phaseolus–Phaseolus modal Ks peak is greater than the Phaseolus–
Cercis peak suggests a much greater rate of mutation accumulation in Phaseolus and its 
progenitors in Papilionoideae than in Cercis and its progenitors in Cercidoideae [41, 42]. 
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In Fig 4.1C, there is a speciation peak for Phaseolus–Bauhinia that is similar to 
Phaseolus–Cercis with the exception that the Phaseolus–Bauhinia peak appears slightly “older” 
than for Phaseolus–Cercis (0.6 vs. 0.55), suggesting more rapid rate of mutation accumulation in 
Bauhinia than in Cercis. Fig 4.1D shows an inferred consensus gene tree, with branch lengths 
calculated (with approximation) from Ks plots in Fig 4.1, 4.2 (as described in Methods). 
 
Fig 4.1. Histograms of Ks values for top gene-pair comparisons for Cercis canadensis 
(“cerca”), Bauhinia tomentosa (“bauto”), and Phaseolus vulgaris (“phavu”). In Ks plots (A–
C), solid lines are for self-comparisons (e.g., for Cercis gene-pairs), and dotted lines are for 
between-species comparisons (e.g., between Cercis and Bauhinia). The schematic tree in panel D 
is an idealized distance tree in which each OTU represents an “average” gene: either a single 
copy in Cercis, or each of two homoeologs created by unique WGD events in the remaining taxa. 
Branch lengths are calculated from pairwise modal Ks values in panels A–C. 
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In Fig 4.2A–C, Ks values are derived from gene-pairs within synteny blocks derived from 
genome comparisons. A major effect of this strategy is to exclude local gene duplications – and 
to reduce other paralogous matches that can show up as recent duplications – for example, in 
matches among many members of a recently expanded gene family. This reduction in recent- 
and locally derived paralogs is evident in Ks counts near zero for “young” (small) Ks values. The 
sloping Ks histogram seen in Fig 4.1 for Cercis–Cercis is entirely absent in Fig 4.2. The modal 
Ks “peak” for Cercis, if there is any, is in the range of 1.5–2 – contrasting with the Cercis–
Phaseolus, Cercis–Chamaecrista, and Chamaecrista–Phaseolus peaks of 0.6, 0.5, and 0.7, 
respectively – indicating that any Cercis WGD peak in this data would well predate the legume 
origin. 
Also noteworthy in Fig 4.2 is the low modal Ks peak for Chamaecrista–Chamaecrista 
(amplitude of 101, compared with 581 for Phaseolus–Phaseolus). This difference in numbers of 
paralogous duplicated genes could be due to higher rates of gene loss from Chamaecrista 
following WGD early in the Caesalpinioideae. The strong Ks peaks in the orthologous 
Chamaecrista – Cercis comparison and the Phaseolus – Cercis comparison suggest that there is 
nothing systematically wrong with the Chamaecrista gene models. Rather, it appears that 
Chamaecrista is more fully “diploidized,” with a higher proportion of duplicated genes having 
reduced to single copies, providing a sufficient basis for discovering correspondences with other 
species, but erasing much of the WGD signature in a Chamaecrista self-comparison. Similar 





Fig 4.2. Histograms of Ks values for synteny-based comparisons for C. canadensis (“cerca”), 
Chamaecrista fasciculata (“chafa”), P. vulgaris (“phavu”), and B. tomentosa (“bauto”). In Ks 
plots, solid lines are for self-comparisons (e.g., for Cercis gene-pairs), and dotted lines are for 
between-species comparisons (e.g., between Cercis and Phaseolus). This Fig differs from Fig 4.1 
both in species selection and in method for selecting gene pairs: in Fig 4.1, Ks values are 
calculated for all top gene pairs, and in panels A–C, Ks values are calculated for gene-pairs from 
synteny features identified from genomic comparisons (panel D is an exception: the Ks values are 
calculated from all top gene pairs, because only transcriptomic sequence is available for 
Bauhinia). The effect of using synteny-based gene pairs for calculating Ks is apparent in the 
Chamaecrista self-comparison plots (chafa–chafa; blue) in panel B or C (syntenic-based) vs. 
panel D (gene-pair based): in the gene-pair based figures in D, the WGD peak is still evident at 
∼0.55–0.6, but the signal from more recent gene pairs are also apparent – presumably, as a result 
of independent, local gene duplications within Chamaecrista.  
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Genomic Synteny Analysis 
Given the draft genomic sequence assembly for Cercis, it is possible to make synteny 
comparisons with other legume genome assemblies, as well as assemblies of near outgroups to 
the legumes. In a synteny comparison of two genomes, a WGD present in one of the genomes 
and absent in the other should be apparent in a genomic dotplot through the following pattern: 
starting from a given genomic region in the non-duplicated genome and tracing through the 
dotplot, one should find matches to two regions in the genome with the WGD; and starting from 
a given genomic region in the duplicated genome and tracing through the dotplot in the other 
axis, one should find matches to a single region in the genome that lacks the WGD. This can be 
described in terms of “synteny depth:” the depth of the duplicated genome should be twice that 
of the non-duplicate genome. 
 Because the Cercis assembly is still highly fragmented (N50 of 421 kb), synteny depth is 
difficult to assess visually, but it can be measured computationally. The quota-alignment package 
[44] identifies synteny blocks between two genomes, attempting to match a specified pair of 
synteny depths or “quotas.”. For example, if genome B has a WGD that A lacks, then the quota 
for B relative to A would be 2:1. If the quota is mis-specified as 1:1, then a poor coverage score 
will result for the duplicated genome, because many potential blocks in genome B will be 
missed. We also note that in the quota-alignment package, in a genome self-comparison, the 
trivial self-match is suppressed, so the expected quota for a genome with a single WGD, 
compared with itself, would be 1:1 rather than 2:2. 
We used the quota-alignment package to test a range of quotas for all comparisons among 
Cercis, Phaseolus, and Prunus. There is no evidence for a duplication in Prunus since the 
angiosperm whole-genome triplication (WGT) [9, 20], and there is a known WGD in Phaseolus 
at around 50 Mya [4, 42], so these should serve as useful comparisons relative to Cercis. For 
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Prunus–Phaseolus, a quota of 1:1 gives Phaseolus coverage of only 63.8% (Table 4.2) vs. 96% 
for Prunus, indicating that less than two-thirds of the Phaseolus genome has synteny coverage 
for the identified gene pairs. A quota of 1:2 for Prunus–Phaseolus is much better, at 97.4 and 
96.8% coverage, respectively. For Prunus–Cercis, a quota of 1:1 gives acceptable coverage of 
93.4 and 95.2%, respectively; a quota of 1:2 improves the coverage by only about 2% (Table 
4.2). For Phaseolus–Cercis, the best quota is 2:1, with coverages of 93.3 and 94.7%, 
respectively. For the self-comparisons for each species, there is notable improvement going from 
1:1 to 2:2 (Table 4.2). This is likely due to the ancient angiosperm triploidization [9], which 
generated three genome copies; the expected number of synteny blocks from any region would 
then be two (ignoring the trivial self-match).  
The Ks peak values derived from gene pairs in the synteny analysis (Table 4.2) are 
consistent with the synteny depth results – with the Cercis–Cercis peak being of comparable age 
to Prunus–Prunus (1.74 and 1.4, respectively), and likely both dating to the angiosperm WGT. 
In contrast, the peak for Phaseolus–Phaseolus is 0.7, consistent with the papilionoid WGD. 
Taken together, the synteny and Ks results from Table 4.2 indicate that Cercis has the same 
overall WGD depth as Prunus and half that of Phaseolus, in comparisons among these genomes. 
In other words, the synteny and Ks evidence supports lack of a WGD in Cercis. 
 
Phylogenomic Analyses 
To determine duplication events in a phylogenetic context, we constructed gene trees for 
all legume genes, for fifteen diverse legume species: Glycine max, P. vulgaris, Vigna 
unguiculata, Lupinus angularis, Arachis ipaensis, N. schottii, Cicer arietinum, M. truncatula, 
Lotus japonicus, C. fasciculata, M. pudica, B. tomentosa, and C. canadensis. The first nine of 
these are from the Papilionoideae (representing the millettioid, genistoid, dalbergioid, and IRLC   
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Table 4.2. Synteny coverage for comparisons between the genomes of Cercis canadensis, 
Phaseolus vulgaris, and Prunus persica, at selected synteny “quotas” (expected coverage 
depths). For the comparison between Prunus and Phaseolus (with known WGD histories), the 
best quota choice is 1:2, corresponding with two synteny blocks in Phaseolus for one in Prunus. 
Similarly, for the comparison between Cercis and Phaseolus, the best quota choice is 1:2, 
corresponding with two synteny blocks in Phaseolus for one in Cercis; and for the comparison 
between Cercis and Prunus, the best quota choice is 1:1, suggesting that neither genome has a 
recent WGD in its history. The Ks peak values are consistent with this conclusion – with the 
Cercis-Cercis being of comparable age to Prunus-Prunus (and likely dating to the angiosperm 
whole-genome triplication). 






q1-1 87.1 87.8 1.74 OK 
q2-2 99.9 99.9   BEST 
  Phaseolus Cercis     
q1-1 61.9 94.1 0.62 At q1:1, Phaseolus coverage is too low 
q2-1 93.3 94.7   BEST 
  Prunus Cercis     
q1-1 93.4 95.2 0.92 OK 
q1-2 94.1 97.8   little improvement over q1:1 
q2-2 99.2 98.6   BEST 
  Phaseolus Phaseolus     
q1-1 91.7 92.0 0.70 OK 
q2-2 98.9 98.9   BEST 
  Prunus Phaseolus     
q1-1 96.0 63.8 1.16 At q1:1, Phaseolus coverage is too low 
q1-2 97.4 96.8   BEST 
  Prunus Prunus     
q1-1 84.7 84.2 1.40 OK 




clades). We also included five non-legume outgroups – using one sequence from each, for each 
family, in order to provide a rooting for the legume sequences: Arabidopsis thaliana, Prunus 
persica, Cucumis sativus, Solanum lycopersicum, and Vitis vinifera. For convenience, analyses 
and figures that use sequences from these species use the following abbreviation form to indicate 
genus and species: the first three letters of the genus and the first two letters of the species 
epithet, e.g., “glyma” for G. max. Gene families were calculated to span the depth of the legume 
most-recent common ancestor – i.e., avoiding fragmented gene families that split sequences that 
have a common proto-legume ancestor, and avoiding over-clustered families that include legume 
sequences that diverged prior to the legume origin. Our method produced 18,543 such families, 
but for the present analysis, we analyzed the 14,709 families that contain one or more sequences 
from Cercis and/or Bauhinia. The set of 14,709 were used for subsequent phylogenomic 
analyses. 
 
Informal Observations About Patterns in Trees 
Gene family trees containing Cercis and Bauhinia sequences were used to investigate the 
occurrence of WGD in the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of the Cercis and Bauhinia 
lineages. Although the phylogenomic analysis was likely complicated by uncertainties in 
phylogenetic reconstructions and by sequence losses or non-recovery, there are clear patterns in 
the results. We repeatedly see topologies congruent with those in two gene families shown in Fig 
4.3 (families 31DXWY and 2SH9KY; names from this set of legume gene families were 
assigned random “license plate” names of six alphanumeric characters). These gene families 
each show two Bauhinia sequences and one Cercis sequence in one clade. Both gene families 
show duplicated sequences for Mimosa and Chamaecrista (Caesalpinioideae; although in Fig 
4.3A, these do not resolve to a single clade, which may indicate that the duplication occurred 
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very early in the Caesalpinioideae) in the Papilionoideae, there are paired sequences from most 
species, highlighting the pre-papilionoid WGD [4]. In the Cercidoideae clade, there is a curious 
feature: the duplication that affects Bauhinia predates the Bauhinia–Cercis speciation, and 
produces the expected two homoeologs in Bauhinia, but there is only a single Cercis sequence. 
 
Summaries of Sequence Counts for All Gene Families (Legume Phylogeny Working Group 
et al., 2017) 
To investigate WGDs in the legumes, we analyzed gene counts across all legume gene families. 
A summary overview of the phylogenomic analysis is shown in Table 4.3, which gives counts of 
gene families (and trees) having the indicated sequence count for each species (Only selected 
species are shown in Table 4.3). These are given for two variants of the trees: first (A) for the 
full, unmodified trees, and second (B) for trees in which similar (Ks < 0.2) terminal sequence 
pairs for a species have been reduced to a single representative, in order to reduce the effect of 
private, genus-specific WGDs. For example, in Table 4.3A, the first column (glyma / G. max) 
shows the largest number of trees (6531) having two sequences, and the second largest number 
of trees (3995) having four or more sequences. A count of four for G. max would be expected in 
a gene family in which no gene loss occurred following the two WGDs in the Glycine lineage 
within the period of legume evolution [45]. In Table 4.3B, in which terminal same-species pairs 
have been reduced to a single representative, the largest number of trees (7951) has one 




Fig 4.3. Sample gene trees (for gene families 31DXWY and 2SH9KY; A and B, 
respectively), showing clades corresponding to the Cercidoideae (orange and red), 
Caesalpinioideae (blue and violet), and Papilionoideae (green). Species abbreviations are 
composed of the first three letters from the genus and the first two letters of the species. Full 
name correspondences are indicated in the text. Non-legume outgroup sequences are in gray. 
Red asterisks mark common ancestors of homoeologous sequence pairs. Additional, more recent 
WGDs within the Papilionoideae are highlighted with colors of the sequence IDs: green for 




We propose that an indicator of potential older WGDs for a species is obtained by 
dividing the number of gene family counts for which a species is represented at least twice in the 
family by the number of family counts for which a species is represented only once. These ratios 
are given at the bottom of Tables 4.3A, 4.3B. For species with a WGD within the period of 
legume evolution, a relatively larger number of families should have two or more sequences. The 
most dramatic ratio is for Glycine (632%; i.e., 6.3 × the naïve expectation) – which has two 
WGDs in its legume history (pre-papilionoid and a much more recent Glycine-specific 
duplication). For the unreduced trees (1A), all other species have ratios greater than 50% except 
for Cercis, with 24%. For the reduced trees (with collapsed terminal same-species clades), the 
ratios are somewhat lower for all species: 42–78% for all species except Cercis, with 20%. We 
interpret these results as evidence for WGD in all of the represented legume species except 
Cercis. 
Table 4.3A. Counts for original full trees. 
 
count glyma phavu aradu nissc medtr tripr lotja chafa mimpu bauto cerca 
0 553 826 2264 1425 1001 1252 1873 2558 3859 4066 1557 
1 1933 8748 7761 8472 8141 8255 7602 7894 6432 5921 10567 
2 6531 3981 3390 3656 3545 3429 3444 3178 2858 2570 1708 
3 1697 716 752 681 984 957 1138 591 846 1130 437 
≥4 3995 438 542 475 1038 816 652 488 714 1022 440 
≥2 / 
=1 
632% 59% 60% 57% 68% 63% 69% 54% 69% 80% 24% 
 
Table 4.3B. Counts for trees with terminal recent pairs per species are reduced to a single 
representative. 
count glyma phavu aradu nissc medtr tripr lotja chafa mimpu bauto cerca 
0 553 826 2265 1427 1003 1254 1873 2559 3860 4067 1558 
1 7951 9034 7907 8815 8806 8878 9018 8353 7934 7475 10988 
2 4217 3911 3396 3621 3443 3285 3066 2970 2160 2362 1564 
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Table 4.3B Continued 
count glyma phavu aradu nissc medtr tripr lotja chafa mimpu bauto cerca 
3 1163 616 707 545 798 791 534 484 430 546 342 
≥4 825 322 434 301 659 501 218 343 325 259 257 
≥2 / 
=1 
78% 54% 57% 51% 56% 52% 42% 45% 37% 42% 20% 
 
Mining for Tree Topologies Within the Cercidoideae 
To infer the relative timing of gene duplications relative to speciations, we mined legume 
gene phylogenies for topological patterns expected to be produced by these events. 
Monophyletic groups were detected from a set of 14,709 families containing at least one 
sequence each from Cercis and Bauhinia (Fig 4.4 and Table 4.4). The MRCA node for each 
clade containing Cercis and Bauhinia was labeled either as D (for a duplication event) or S (for a 
speciation event), based on whether there are common species between both partitions 
corresponding to the two subsequent children nodes. For example, considering clades with two 
sequences from each of Bauhinia and Cercis, [(B, C), (B, C)] would be labeled D while [(B, B), 
(C, C)] would be labeled S (Fig 4.4) The species overlap method has been previously used to 
study evolutionary relationships of human proteins with their respective homologs in other 
eukaryotes [40]. We considered three types of monophyletic groups varying by number of Cercis 
and Bauhinia sequences: clades containing ≥ 2 Cercis and ≥ 2 Bauhinia sequences, clades 
containing exactly 1 Cercis and ≥ 2 Bauhinia sequences, and finally clades containing exactly 1 
Bauhinia and ≥ 2 Cercis sequences. The proportions of clades out of the total number of clades, 
for all the three types, that were labeled as D at the MRCA node were also calculated. Species-
overlap tests were run on trees in which very recently derived same-species terminal pairs were 




There are approximately tenfold more trees with one Cercis and two or more Bauhinia 
sequences than with one Bauhinia and two or more Cercis sequences (Table 4.4; 425/3205 and 
183/2036). We interpret this result (preponderance of the 1 Cercis, ≥ 2 Bauhinia pattern) as 
evidence for WGD in Bauhinia but not Cercis. Further, of the clades with two or more Bauhinia 
sequences and one Cercis sequence, most (63%) of these have Cercis nested within the clade: 
2036 of the total clade count look like [(B, C), B] rather than [(B, B), C] – the former likely 
resulting from a duplication of Bauhinia prior to speciation, and the latter resulting from 
speciation followed by duplication of Bauhinia. This result might seem nonsensical (duplication 
predating the Cercis–Bauhinia speciation, yet not affecting Cercis), but it would be consistent 
with allopolyploidy – with a Cercis progenitor having contributed one of the subgenomes in the 
allopolyploidy event that gave rise to Bauhinia and all other species in the rest of the 
Cercidoideae clade (elaborated further in the section “Discussion”). 
 
Gene Duplication Patterns Across Diverse Species in the Cercidoideae 
To determine gene duplication patterns for species in the Cercidoideae, we take advantage of the 
well-conserved CYCLOIDEA-like TCP genes, which have been used both for phylogenetic 
inference and for studies of evolutionary development in the legumes [46, 47]. Using two sets of 
degenerate PCR primers that preferentially amplify two classes of CYCLOIDEA-like TCP genes 
in the legumes [46], Sinou and Bruneau (pers. comm.) amplified CYCLOIDEA-like genes from 
114 species in Cercidoideae. These span all twelve genera in this subfamily. A phylogeny from a 
subset of these sequences is shown in Fig 4.5 – with sequences from each genus included but 




Fig 4.4. Graphical depiction of tree-mining results for topologies in the Cercidoideae. From 
14,709 family trees with Cercis and Bauhinia sequences, clades with ≥2 Cercis and one 
Bauhinia sequence were 7.5 times more common than clades with 1 Cercis and ≥2 Bauhinia 
sequences (425 vs. 3205 clades, respectively). Of the latter (more frequent) clade configuration, 
cases with [(C, B), B] are 1.74 times more common than cases with [(B, B), C] (2036 vs. 1169 
clades, respectively). In the first of these patterns, [(C, B), B], the MRCA node of the clade is 
labeled as a Duplication by the “species overlap” algorithm (see section “Materials and 
Methods” for description) – meaning that a the MRCA is inferred as due to a gene duplication 
event rather than a speciation-derived orthology event. Asterisks mark nodes where orthologous 




Table 4.4. The types of monophyletic groups containing different numbers of Cercis and 
Bauhinia sequences. For example, there are 425 clades with ≥2 Cercis sequences and 1 
Bauhinia sequence. The last column indicates the proportion of clades with a duplication pattern 
consistent with WGD having occurred prior to the Cercis-Bauhinia speciation, e.g. (B, (B, C) or 
(C, (B, C)), as opposed to a speciation pattern, e.g. ((B, B), C) or (B, (C, C)). 
# of Cercis 
seqs. in clade 
# of Bauhinia 
seqs. in clade 
total # of 
clades 
detected 
# of clades labelled as 




≥2 ≥2 249 212 85% 
≥2 1 425 183 43% 
1 ≥2 3205 2036 63% 
 
A feature readily apparent in the phylogeny is its division into three clades: one with 
sequences marked “CYC1” (salmon), one with sequences marked “CYC2” (orange), and one 
unlabeled (red) (Fig 4.5). Most species have two representatives in the phylogeny: one in the 
CYC1 clade and one in the CYC2 clade – except in Cercis (three species), for which only one 
sequence was amplified (or recovered from the genome assembly, in the case of C. canadensis). 
Although the favored topology places Cercis sequences sister to sequences from other 
Cercidoideae, bootstrap support for this relationship is weak. Alternative resolutions thus are not 
ruled out, including placement of the Cercis clade sister to either CYC1 or CYC2. This would be 
consistent with the pattern observed in the trees in Fig 4.3, i.e., [(C, B1), B2] – and would be 




Chromosome Counts Across the Legume Phylogeny 
Phylogenetic and chromosome count data can be combined in order to explore 
chromosomal evolution across the legumes. We combined the extensive matK-based phylogeny 
from the LPWG [1], with count data from the Chromosome Counts Database (CCDB version 
1.45) [48]. The CCDB contains 27,947 count reports for legume species, spanning 477 genera. 
For many genera, there are numerous reports; for example, Acacia has 472 reported counts 
across 152 species. We determined the modal gametic chromosomal count value, “n,” for each 
genus (for example, in Acacia, the modal count is n = 13, of the 152 species with counts, 71% 
have n = 13). We then displayed these modal counts on the species phylogeny, using one species 
as the representative for each genus in the phylogeny. 
In Fig 4.6, 4.7, a partially collapsed phylogeny has been annotated and summarized for 
ease of presentation. Some particularly well-represented clades have been collapsed; for 
example, the mimosid clade contains 47 species with chromosomal counts; these have been 
collapsed in Fig 4.7, and the overall modal count for that clade is presented as an annotation (the 
mode for the chromosomal count is n = 14 for the mimosoid clade within the Caesalpinioideae). 
See Table 4.5 for counts in each clade. 
At the subfamily level, the modal chromosome counts are generally unambiguous, with 
the exception of the Papilionoideae, with a more complex pattern of chromosome counts. The 
Papilionoideae, being an unusually large subfamily (containing ∼13,800 species in that 
subfamily and more than 70% of legume species; [49]), has been treated in a separate analysis 
[50]. However, we note here that the groups sister to the large crown clades of papilionoid 
species, e.g., Swartzia, Myroxylon, and Cladrastis, have 13 and 14 as the most frequent counts 
(Fig 4.6 and Table 4.5). The clades of the crown group generally have lower counts: 11 for 
Amphimas, Holocalyx, Andira dispersed along the grade with the genistoid, dalbergioid, and 
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baphioid clades. Among the remaining papilionoid clades (containing the majority of species in 
the subfamily), chromosome counts are varied, but are generally in the range of 7–11 
chromosomes. 
 
Fig 4.5. CYCLOIDEA gene tree, for species in subfamily Cercidoideae. For all species but 
Cercis (red), there are two gene copies: in the clades labeled “CYC1” (pink) and “CYC2” 
(orange). Where chromosome counts are available, the haploid count is indicated at the end of 
the sequence identifier. These values are 7 for the three included Cercis species, and 14 for all 
other species for which counts have been determined within the Cercidoideae, save Gigasiphon 
macrosiphon, which has 13. For C. canadensis, one sequence has been amplified using PCR and 
one sequence (Cerca190S17002) comes from the genomic assembly. One of several possible 
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rootings is shown (with bootstrap support values indicated), based on comparison with 
CYCLOIDEA orthologs from Ceratonia oreothauma (carob relative, from the Caesalpinioideae) 
and Dussia macroprophyllata (an early-diverging species from the Papilionoideae). 
 
Fig 4.6. Papilionoid portion of the matK-based species phylogeny for representative species 
in the legumes, with chromosome count data (Fig 4.6, 4.7). matK-based species phylogeny for 
representative species in the legumes (derived from Legume Phylogeny Working Group et al., 
2017), with chromosome count data. Only species for which chromosome counts are available 
are shown, with the exception of the Cercidoideae (Fig 4.7), where additional species are shown 
for context in that subfamily. Chromosomal counts are given as the mode for the indicated 
genus, where there are differences in the genus. Some particularly well-represented clades have 
been collapsed and are represented by a colored triangle. The number of genera with counts is 
given in parentheses – for example, 96 genera are represented in the triangle representing the 
millettioid clade (top of Fig 4.6), and 47 genera are represented in the triangle representing the 
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Mimosoid clade (top of Fig 4.7). Red asterisks indicate polyploidy events – either known (e.g., 
Papilionoideae) or hypothesized (e.g., Dialioideae). 
 
Fig 4.7. Non-papilionoid portion of the matK-based species phylogeny for representative 
species in the legumes, with chromosome count data. Fig 4.7 extends Fig 4.6; see 
description under Fig 4.6. The relative placements of the subfamilies are uncertain, with the 
Cercidoideae and Detarioideae, best considered as a polytomy, given current phylogenetic 
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resolutions (Legume Phylogeny Working Group et al., 2017). ∗Indicate polyploidy event – either 
known (e.g., Papilionoideae) or hypothesized (e.g., Dialioideae). 
 
Table 4.5. Counts of genera with indicated 1n haploid (gametic) chromosome numbers, by 
subfamily or clade. Each cell (except for the count summaries in the last three columns) 
contains the number of genera with a 1n chromosome count indicated (column), for that clade 
(row). For example, in the Caesalpinioideae (which includes the mimosoid clade), 31 genera 
have a chromosome count of 13. (For most genera, all species have the same chromosome count, 
but where count differences are reported in the literature, the modal value is used for the genus). 
For each clade, the most frequent chromosome count is highlighted in bold, and the most 
frequent count values are listed on the right. 
Clade    \   Count 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13  14 15 16 >16 total frequent 
Papilionoid - derived 4 21 57 36 39 77 6 0  5 0 6 27 278 8-11 
Papilionoid - grade 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0  0 0 0 0 3 11 
Papilionoid - early 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 4  4 0 1 1 13 13-14 
Caesalp - mimosoid 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 31  5 0 0 3 41 13 
Caesalp - early 0 0 1 0 1 1 13 4  12 0 0 0 32 12-14 
Dialidoideae 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  5 0 0 0 6 14 
Detarioideae 1 0 0 0 0 1 19 0  0 0 0 2 23 12 
Cercidoideae 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  4 0 0 0 5 7, 14 
 
The Caesalpinioideae has generally clear count patterns: 14 for the large mimosoid clade and 12–
14 for the remaining, early-diverging taxa (Table 4.5). Across 73 genera with counts in the 
Caesalpinioideae, 66 have modes at n = 12, 13, or 14 (14, 35, 17, respectively – combining 
“early” and “mimosoid” in Table 4.5). There are some intriguing exceptions, however; for 
example, Calliandra and Chamaecrista and have n = 7–8, despite being nested in clades with n = 
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13 or 14 – apparently indicating chromosomal fusions or reductions of some sort; and other 
genera such as Neptunia and Leucaena, have n = 28 and 52, respectively, suggesting ploidy 
increases from n = 14 and 13. 
For the Dialioideae, five of six genera with count data have n = 14. For the Detarioideae, 
19 of 23 genera with count data have n = 12. For the Cercidoideae, four genera (Bauhinia, 
Piliostigma, Griffonia, and Adenolobus) with count data have n = 14, and only Cercis has n = 7. 
The nearest outgroup species to the legumes may also be informative. Quillaja saponaria 
(Quillajaceae) which shows evidence of a WGD (via transcriptome Ks data; Cannon et al., 2015 
[4]), has n = 14. Another near outgroup, Suriana maritima (Surianaceae), has n = 9; its WGD 
status is not known directly, though it lacks duplication in any of its CYC-like genes [51]. 
 
Genome Sizes in the Cercidoideae 
Roberts and Werner (2016) [52] report an average of 2C = 0.751 pg for 30 accessions 
across 9 Cercis species. Using the conversion ratio of 1 pg = 978 Mb [53], this gives a Cercis 
genome size estimate of 1C = 0.751 pg ∗ (978 Mb / 1 pg) / 2 = 367 Mbp. This compares with 
reported 1C genome sizes for several Bauhinia species: 573 Mbp for B. purpurea; 613 Mbp for 
B. tomentosa, and 620 Mbp for Lysiphyllum hookeri (formerly B. hookeri) [54]. These values are 
∼1.5 to ∼1.6 times larger than Cercis – which is consistent with the Bauhinia genomes having 
doubled relative to Cercis (followed by moderate increase in Cercis and/or decrease in Bauhinia 
– or a situation of an allopolyploid Bauhinia being derived from two genomes of different sizes – 
one contributed by a Cercis progenitor and one presumably now extinct). A size of 381 Mbp for 
Cercis is also small relative to other reported legume genomes; for example, the estimated sizes 
of L. japonicus, M. truncatula, P. vulgaris, and C. arietinum, respectively, are 472–597 Mbp, 
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465–562 Mbp, 587–637, 738–929 [55–59]. Indeed, in comparison with genome size reports for 
722 legume species and 84 genera from the Kew C-value database [60]), the Cercis estimate of n 
= 367 Mbp would be smaller than all but one other legume genome (Lablab niger also has an 
estimated size of 367 Mbp). For all reported legume genera (taking median value per genus 
where values are available for multiple species in a genus), the average haploid genome size is 
1,424 Mbp and the median is 1,157 Mbp 
 
Discussion 
This study examines evidence regarding ploidy in the legume family, particularly 
focusing on subfamily Cercidoideae. What motivates this focus is the hypothesis that Cercis, 
sister to the remainder of the Cercidoideae, has no history of polyploidy – which may be in 
contrast to all other legume species. This would make Cercis valuable as a genomic model for 
the legumes, and would also help to clarify histories of chromosome evolution throughout the 
rest of the large and diverse legume family. Specifically, if Cercis did not undergo a WGD 
relative to the common ancestor of legumes, and if the ancestors of other lineages in the 
Cercidoideae, Dialioideae, Detarioideae, Caesalpinioideae, and Papilionoideae did, then the 
legume clade as a whole is not fundamentally polyploid relative to its sister taxa. Combined with 
evidence that the papilionoid WGD affects all papilionoid species but does not extend to species 
in the caesalpinioid or detarioid subfamilies [4], the necessary inference is that there must have 
been multiple, independent events: at a minimum, one in the Cercidoideae and another in the 
Papilionoideae – and our findings here are also consistent with our previous conclusion of 
independent polyploidy events early in the Caesalpinioideae and Detarioideae [4]. We have no 
information about ploidy in the monogeneric Duparquetioideae; and it is not known directly 
whether species in the Dialioideae experienced a WGD, though chromosome counts of 12–14 in 
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Dialioideae are consistent with the hypothesis that they too are polyploid. The cumulative 
evidence that Cercis lacks a legume-era WGD is substantial. Recapping: 
• In Ks plots (Fig 4.1, 4.2), there is no peak indicating WGD in Cercis – particularly, in 
plots derived from synteny comparisons. In contrast, such peaks are clearly evident in 
diverse legume lineages including Phaseolus, Bauhinia, and Chamaecrista. While there 
is no such peak in the Cercis self-comparison, there are clear peaks in comparisons of 
Cercis to each of the other species examined, indicating that the lack of Ks peak is not 
due to something essentially wrong with gene-calls in Cercis (the gene calls have 
homologs with the comparison legume species, and those homologs can be aligned in-
frame with those homologs, giving reasonable Ks results). 
• In genomic synteny comparisons between Cercis, Phaseolus, and Prunus (the latter two 
with known duplication histories), the duplication status of Cercis looks like that of 
Prunus rather than Phaseolus – i.e., lacking a WGD in the timeframe of the fabidae. 
• In phylogenomic analyses of 14,709 gene-family trees (Table 4.3), sequence counts 
aggregated across all trees show a pattern consistent with at least one WGD in each 
species examined except Cercis. Examining the proportion of gene families with two or 
more sequences for a species to families with only one sequence, all species examined 
have a ratio ranging from 54 to 80% (and 632% for G. max, which had an additional 
recent WGD), in contrast to 24% for Cercis. For comparison, this ratio is 69% in the set 
of 177 conserved collinear genes in the triplicated B. oleracea genome segments 
identified by Town et al. (2006) [61]. 
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• Mining the gene families for phylogenetic topologies within the Cercidoideae (Table 
4.4), the overwhelming majority of clades have a pattern of two Bauhinia sequences to 
one Cercis sequence (roughly tenfold more frequently than the other options combined). 
• Diverse species within the Cercidoideae all show a pattern of duplicated CYCLOIDEA-
family genes, with the exception of Cercis, which has only one CYCLOIDEA gene – 
whether assayed through amplification with degenerate primers for CYCLOIDEA, or 
through gene prediction in the Cercis genomic sequence (Fig 4.5). All phylogenetic 
analyses (whether based on plastid or nuclear sequences) resolve Cercis as sister to the 
remainder to Cercidoideae, in line with a WGD after the split with Cercis (although 
rooting in Fig 4.5 is uncertain, so Cercis could group with one or the other of the 
CYCLOIDEA gene forms in the gene family). 
• A survey of chromosome count data for 477 legume genera, examined in a phylogenetic 
context (Fig 4.7, Table 4.5), shows a pattern consistent with WGDs affecting all 
subfamilies and most genera – with the exception of Cercis itself. Models in which most 
legumes are polyploid have been proposed in earlier studies [62, 63], on the basis of 
chromosome numbers. In the Cercidoideae, the most frequent chromosome count is n = 
14 for most species, but 7 in Cercis; in the Detarioideae, the modal chromosome count is 
12; in the Dialioideae, the modal count is 14; in the Caesalpinioideae, the modal count is 
14; and in the Papilionoideae, the modal count for early-diverging genera (e.g., Swartzia, 
Angylocalyx, Cladrastis), the most common counts are 13 and 14. Crown-group clades 
have highly variable counts (generally in the range of 7–11 chromosomes), so we 
hypothesize a doubling from 7 to 14 leading to the papilionoid origin, then a reduction 
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from 14 to lower numbers for crown-group clades (dalbergioids, baphioids, mirbelioids, 
Robineae, Loteae, IRLC, indigoferoid, and millettioid). 
• Genome sizes in the Cercidoideae are consistent with WGD in Bauhinia and not Cercis. 
The Cercis genome is approximately 367 Mbp, while values for Bauhinia species range 
from 573 to 620 Mbp. A Cercis genome size of 367 Mbp is tied for smallest in the 
legume family, and is less than a third the median reported genome size of 1,157 Mbp, 
across 84 legume genera. We note this result with a caveat, however, that genome sizes 
can be highly variable, even within a single genus – affected by mechanisms such as 
bursts of transposon expansions – e.g., variations in Nicotiana [64] or in Aeschynomene 
[65]. 
 
Further analyses of evolutionary changes due to the differing WGD status between Cercis 
and other legumes will be of interest – both at the fine scale (e.g., determining the fate of 
duplicated genes in various lineages, relative to Cercis) and at larger structural scales (e.g., 
determining structural changes in chromosomes following several independent WGD events) 
These comparisons would benefit from improved assemblies and annotations, spanning a broader 
range of legume clades. For example, we expect both Chamaecrista (as a nodulator in the 
Mimosoideae) and Cercis (as an early-diverging non-nodulator) to be useful in better 
understanding the origin and evolution of nodulation symbioses – as investigated in several 
recent papers [18, 66, 67]. 
An initially puzzling result from our analysis was the fact that the Ks peak for the 
Bauhinia self-comparison (Bauhinia–Bauhinia) appears significantly “older” than the Bauhinia–
Cercis speciation peak, at 0.25 and 0.15, respectively (Fig 4.1A). Similarly, most gene tree 
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topologies (63%) that have two or more Bauhinia sequences and one Cercis sequence (Table 4.4, 
row 3) have a configuration of (B, (B, C)), indicating duplication prior to speciation – in contrast 
to what might be expected given a simple model of Cercis–Bauhinia speciation followed by 
WGD in Bauhinia. In the latter case, the expected pattern would be [(B, B), C] – which is 
observed in the minority of cases (37%). We note that an apparent speciation pattern may be due 
either to a WGD or to local, private duplications. Private duplications are common in plant 
genomes. For example, in M. truncatula, more than a third of paralogs are derived from local 
duplications [43]. However, local duplications tend to be evident in Ks plots as a recent peak, 
with maximum near zero – as is seen, for example, in the Phaseolus–Phaseolus comparison in 
Fig 4.1. This is the typical pattern described by Lynch and Conery (2000) [68] for eukaryotes 
generally. The results of our phylogenetic pattern-mining tests are consistent with what we 
observe (albeit anecdotally) in visual inspection of many trees, exemplified by Fig 4.3, in which 
there is a duplication of the Bauhinia paralogs in both trees, apparently followed by orthologous 
split between one of the Bauhinia sequences and the Cercis sequence. 
A model that could accommodate the Ks and tree-topology results is one of 
allopolyploidy, in which a progenitor of Cercis speciated to give another (perhaps now-extinct) 
diploid species (Fig 4.8A). These species diverged for some time, and then the two species 
contributed their genomes to a new allopolyploid species that was the progenitor of the 
remaining Cercidoideae. Following allopolyploidy, the two lineages (diploid Cercis and 
polyploid Bauhinia) would then have proceeded to diverge and diversify – Cercis more slowly 
and the remaining species in Cercidoideae more rapidly. The current gene family view would 




Fig 4.8. Allopolyploid origin of Bauhinia. (A) Species history, showing divergence between 
two diploid (2n) species: (1) the ancestor of Cercis and (2) a second species that became extinct 
(“X”). At some point after the species divergence, the two diploid species hybridized (arrows), 
followed by genome doubling to produce the allopolyploid (4n) ancestor of Bauhinia (and other 
Cercidoideae). (B) Representative gene tree sampled from Bauhinia and Cercis, showing the 
relationships of the single homologous gene in Cercis to the two homoeologs in allopolyploid 
Bauhinia. The Bauhinia homoeolog 2, contributed by the Cercis ancestor, is sister to the Cercis 
gene. The Cercis gene has a Ks of ∼0.145 compared with the Bauhinia homeolog 2; and each 
Bauhinia homoeolog has a Ks of 0.25 with respect to the other Bauhinia homoeolog. The 
relationship between the species history and the gene tree is complicated by the hypothesized 




A model that could accommodate the Ks and tree-topology results is one of 
allopolyploidy, in which a progenitor of Cercis speciated to give another (perhaps now-extinct) 
diploid species (Fig 4.8A). These species diverged for some time, and then the two species 
contributed their genomes to a new allopolyploid species that was the progenitor of the 
remaining Cercidoideae. Following allopolyploidy, the two lineages (diploid Cercis and 
polyploid Bauhinia) would then have proceeded to diverge and diversify – Cercis more slowly 
and the remaining species in Cercidoideae more rapidly. The current gene family view would 
then be as observed in e.g., Fig 4.3, or in the model in Fig 4.8B. 
Precedent for a significant period of species divergence prior to allopolyploidy is seen, 
for example, in Arachis: the allopolyploid A. hypogaea was formed, within about the last 10 
thousand years, from the merger of A. duranensis and A. ipaensis, which diverged an estimated 
2.16 Mya [10]. Another similar example is in cotton, where the allotetraploid Gossypium 
hirsutum L. is a merger of genomes from progenitor species similar to the extant diploid species 
G. ramondii Ulbrich and G. herbaceum L. [69–71] In this case, the diploid species diverged c. 5–
10 Mya and merged to form G. hirsutum c. 1–2 Mya [69, 72]. 
The genus Cercis contains 10 species and all phylogenetic analyses to date have 
supported the genus as monophyletic. This is a well-defined group of north temperate trees 
(North America, Eurasia and eastern Asia). All species for which counts are available are 
diploid2. There appears to be relatively low genetic diversity within the genus based on plastid 
and nuclear ribosomal ITS sequences [73, 74]. C. chingii (n = 14) is resolved as sister to the 
other species in the genus in the studies by Davis et al. (2002) [73], and differs from the other 
species by its coriaceous, unwinged, dehiscent fruit. The other species are morphologically quite 
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similar. It’s not clear if one of the present day Cercis species could better represent an ancestral 
parental genome resulting in the whole genome duplication. 
Cercis genes do appear to have evolved remarkably slowly (at least in the sense of 
accumulating point mutations that affect Ks and branch lengths). A tree calculated by 
algebraically solving evolutionary “distance paths” along a gene tree (Fig 4.1, 4.2, lower right), 
using Ks-based branch lengths, shows a Cercis evolutionary rate less than a quarter that of 
Bauhinia, and roughly a tenth that of Phaseolus since the papilionoid WGD. The slow Cercis 
rate is also evident in many gene family trees, such as the two shown in Fig 4.3. The matK gene 
tree also shows remarkably short branches for Cercis. It is conceivable that the slower 
evolutionary rate seen in Cercis than other legumes might be partly due to the lack of WGD-
derived “extra” genes in Cercis –perhaps presenting extra evolutionary constraints than for 
duplicated genes. The outcrossing, long-lived tree form might also constrain evolutionary rates 




The evidence from diverse sources indicates that Cercis may be unique among legume 
lineages in lacking any evidence for a WGD; that its last duplication event was probably the 
eudicot “gamma” triplication event; that the genomes of other Cercidoideae and all other legume 
subfamilies are likely to have been shaped by independent WGD events; that the most likely 
model for WGD and speciation timing in the Cercidoideae is allopolyploidy – with a Cercis 
progenitor contributing one subgenome to the allopolyploid Bauhinia progenitor; and lastly, that 
Cercis has evolved at a strikingly low rate since its divergence from other Cercidoideae. Taken 
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together, these findings suggest that Cercis may serve as a useful genomic model for the 
legumes, likely representing the duplication status of the progenitor of all legumes. 
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CHAPTER 5.    FAMILY-SPECIFIC GAINS AND LOSSES OF PROTEIN DOMAINS IN 
LEGUME AND GRASS PLANT FAMILIES 
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Abstract 
Protein domains can be regarded as sections of protein sequences capable of folding 
independently and performing specific functions. In addition to amino-acid level changes, 
protein sequences can also evolve through domain shuffling events like domain insertion, 
deletion, or duplication. The evolution of protein domains can be studied by tracking domain 
changes in a selected set of species with known phylogenetic relationships. Here, we conduct 
such an analysis by defining domains as “features” or “descriptors,” and considering the species 
(target + outgroup) as instances or data-points in a data matrix. We then look for features 
(domains) that are significantly different between the target species and the outgroup species. We 
study the domain changes in two large, distinct groups of plant species: legumes (Fabaceae) and 
grasses (Poaceae), with respect to selected outgroup species. We evaluate four types of domain 
feature matrices: domain content, domain duplication, domain abundance, and domain 
versatility. The four types of domain feature matrices attempt to capture different aspects of 
domain changes through which the protein sequences may evolve - i.e. via gain or loss of 
domains, increase or decrease in the copy number of domains along the sequences, expansion or 
contraction of domains, or through changes in the number of adjacent domain partners. All the 
feature matrices were analyzed using feature selection techniques and statistical tests in order to 
select protein domains that have significantly different feature values in legumes and grasses. We 
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report the biological functions of the top selected domains from analysis all the feature matrices. 
In addition, we also perform domain-centric Gene Ontology (dcGO) enrichment analysis on all 
selected domains from all 4 feature matrices to study the Gene Ontology terms associated with 
the significantly evolving domains in legumes and grasses. Domain content analysis revealed a 
striking loss of protein domains from the Fanconi Anemia (FA) pathway, the pathway 
responsible for the repair of interstrand DNA crosslinks. The abundance analysis of domains 
found in legumes revealed an increase in glutathione synthase enzyme, an antioxidant required 
from nitrogen fixation, and a decrease in xanthine oxidizing enzymes, a phenomenon confirmed 
by previous studies. In grasses, the abundance analysis showed increases in domains related to 
gene silencing which could be due to polyploidy or due to enhanced response to viral infection. 
We provide a docker container that can be used to perform this analysis workflow on any user-




Protein domains are independent evolutionary units of proteins that enable proteins to 
evolve in a modular fashion through domain insertion, deletion, duplication, or substitution, in 
addition to evolution through point mutations [1, 2]. In this ability of protein domains to fold and 
function independently of other domains, they can be considered as “lego bricks” that can be 
recombined in various ways to build new proteins [3, 4]. Small proteins are usually made up of 
just one domain whereas large proteins are formed by combinations of multiple domains [5]. 
Roughly two-thirds of the prokaryotic proteins and four-fifths of the eukaryotic proteins are 
multi-domain proteins that are formed through recombination of two or more domains [6, 7]. The 
“combinability” of domains makes them prime candidates for studying evolution - both of 
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proteins and of species. For example, protein domains have been used to study evolution on 
genome-wide and species-wide scales by examining the protein domain content of the species 
[8–10]. Protein domain content is defined by the presence or absence of protein domains in 
complete genomes of the species. The importance of protein domains in studying evolution can 
be verified from the ability of protein domain content in reconstructing the phylogeny of life, in 
comparison to trees obtained from standard phylogenetic and phylogenomic approaches that 
utilize information from molecular markers, gene content and gene order [10].  
In this study, we examine the domain combinations present in two groups of plant species 
- the legumes (Fabaceae) and grasses (Poaceae), treating the protein domains as species 
“features” that may be present or absent in the focal species. Accordingly, a data matrix was 
defined with rows representing species, columns representing the protein domains and the cells 
containing domain feature values for the respective species. We used standard feature selection 
and statistical testing techniques to identify protein domains that differ between the target set of 
species and their respective outgroups.  
Gain or loss of particular domains in a group of species can provide a means of 
understanding trait evolution in those species [11, 12]. Protein domains can duplicate locally, 
giving significantly different counts of certain domains. This may provide some useful 
information about functions associated with those domains [13, 14]. Counts of protein domains 
can also increase or decrease along with the proteins that they comprise [15]. Finally, “versatile” 
domains can partner with multiple different domains; and versatility values can be used to study 
the evolution of associated functions [3, 16, 17]. We evaluated domain evolution using these 
types of domain feature matrices: domain content, duplication, abundance, and versatility. 
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We used two types of statistical methods: Mutual-Information (MI) and non-parametric 
statistical tests. MI measures mutual dependence between two random variables by quantifying 
the amount of information communicated about one random variable from another random 
variable [18]. MI has been routinely used for selecting meaningful features, in classification and 
pattern recognition problems [19–21]. Here, we used MI to quantify the mutual dependence 
between domain feature values and the classification between target and outgroup species. We 
also employed tests for significance of differences in domain feature values between the target 
and outgroup species. We applied Fisher’s exact tests [22] for feature matrices containing 
discrete values, and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests [23] for feature matrices containing continuous 
values. 
Material and Methods 
We used two sets of plant species to study the species-level changes in protein domain 
characteristics for a given set of target species. The first set (Table 5.1) consisted of 14 legumes 
(from the Papilionoideae subfamily within the legume/Fabaceae family), and 10 outgroup 
species defined with respect to the legumes [24–45]. The second set (Table 5.2) consisted of 10 
grass species (Poaceae) and 9 outgroup species defined with respect to the grasses [27, 36, 37, 
39, 40, 42–54]. 
All target proteomes from legumes and grasses, together with their respective outgroup 
proteomes, were searched against domain HMMs from the Pfam database (release 32) [55] in 
order to assign domains to the protein sequences. The pfam_scan.pl script [56] was used to 
assign domains to proteomes, which internally uses the hmmscan program from the HMMER 
package [57]. Subsequently, the domain assignments from target proteomes and their respective 




Table 5.1: Legumes and legume outgroups used to study protein domain evolution in the 
legumes  
Species Abbrev. Genotype Assembly Annot. Publication Source 
Arachis 
duranensis 


































lotja MG20 3 1 





lupan    





medtr A17_HM341 4 2 

















vigan Va3.0 1 3 





vigra VC1973A 6 1 





vigun IT97K 1 1 Phytozome Phytozome 
Prunus 
persica 
prupe Lovell 2 2.1 IPGI (2013) Phytozome 
Vitis vinifera vitvi PN40024 12X 12X 





























Table 5.1 Continued 
Species Abbrev. Genotype Assembly Annot. Publication Source 
Gossypium 
raimondii 



















theca  2 2.1 
Motamayor 









Table 5.2: Grasses and grass outgroups used to study protein domain evolution in the 
grasses 
Species Abbrev. Genotype Assembly Annot. Publication Source 
Setaria italica setit Yugu1 2 2.2 
Bennetzen JL 
et al. (2012) 
Phytozome 
















Zea mays zeama  6 6a 





























Oryza sativa orysa  7 7.0 





Table 5.2 Continued 
Species Abbrev. Genotype Assembly Annot. Publication Source 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 














poptr  3 3.1 





prupe Lovell 2 2.1 IPGI (2013) Phytozome 




Schmutz et al. 
(2010) 
Phytozome 
Vitis vinifera vitvi PN40024 12X 12X 













anaco  3 3 





musac  1 1 






Calculation of Domain Feature Matrices 
The domain content matrix was calculated in order to represent the presence or absence 
of domains in target and outgroup species. Columns of the content matrix represent individual 
Pfam domains and rows represent species. Each cell was assigned a value of ‘1’ if the 
corresponding domain was detected in the species, else the cell was a value of ‘0’. Columns with 
domains that were present in all the target and outgroup species were uninformative, and 
therefore removed. 
The domain duplication matrix contains the most frequent copy number of each Pfam 
domain in species, which was calculated as the modal value of list all possible copy counts of 
that domain in the corresponding species. Then, the modal value of the list was calculated and 
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added to each domain column and corresponding species row. Columns with constant 
duplication values across all the species (target + outgroup) were removed from the matrix. Also, 
columns with domain duplication values ≤ 1 across all the rows were removed. 
The domain abundance matrix was built to represent the abundance value of protein 
domains in target and outgroup species. Here, we define the abundance value of domain in each 
species as the proportion of protein sequences from the entire proteome, that contain the domain. 
The abundance value of each domain in each species is calculated using the Inverse Domain 
Frequency (IDF) function (eq 1) which is inspired by the Inverse Document Frequency function 
used in text mining and Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications. 
𝐼𝐷𝐹(𝑆, 𝑑) =  log2
𝑁(𝑆)
𝑁(𝑆, 𝑑)
                                         (1) 
Where N(S) is the total number of proteins in species ‘S’ and N(S, d) is the number of 
proteins containing domain ‘d’ in species ‘S’ 
The domain versatility matrix was calculated to represent the changes in the versatility 
values of the domains across the species. Versatility value (eq 2) for a given domain and species 
combination was calculated as the reciprocal of the number of domains immediately adjacent to 
the given domain, in the corresponding species. Here too, the columns with constant versatility 




                                                     (2) 
Where F(S,d) is the number of different domains adjacent to domain ‘d’ in species ‘S’ 
Finally, all four domain feature matrices were attached with an additional “species label” 
column containing value ‘1’ for target species and ‘0’ for outgroup species. 
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Statistical Analysis of Domain Feature Matrices 
We applied two types of statistical analyses to the domain feature matrices. The Mutual 
Information (MI) function (eq 3) was used to calculate the MI-score for each domain feature by 
comparing against the species label column. The MI quantity measures how much information, 
on average, is communicated in the domain feature column about the classification between 
target and outgroup species (species label column). Feature columns of the duplication and 
abundance matrices were subjected to ‘L2’ normalization before application of MI scoring. The 
L2 normalization technique modifies the column values such that in each column the sum of the 
squares will always have a maximum value of 1. 




                                 (3) 
We also tested feature columns for significance, calculating p-values to measure the 
difference in domain feature values between target and outgroup species. We used Fisher’s exact 
test to evaluate feature columns from the duplication and versatility matrices. The Fisher’s exact 
test was applied to contingency tables built using the discrete values from each domain column 
and the species labels.  The dimensions of the contingency tables, in case of the content matrix, 
were always 2×2, since each domain column can have only two possible values for each species 
row - whereas in case of duplication and versatility matrices, the dimensions were r×2, where ‘r’ 
is the number of discrete values observed in the corresponding domain column. The Wilcoxon 
rank-sum test was applied for significance testing of the domain abundance matrix due to 
continuous values of the domain features. The p-values obtained for domains were corrected for 





All four types of domain feature matrices were calculated for two sets of plants - the first 
containing 14 legume and 10 outgroup species, and the second containing 10 grass and 9 
outgroup species. For all feature matrices, we applied Mutual-Information (MI) scoring and 
significance testing. 
 
Domain Content Analysis 
In legumes and grasses, 13 and 55 domains, respectively, showed significant 
presence/absence differences relative to their respective outgroups. The results show loss of 12 
domains and gain of the SHNi-TPR domain in legumes, and loss of 33 domains and gain of 22 
domains in grasses. The Pfam domains showing the most significant gain or loss in legumes and 
grasses are listed in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. The gained SHNi-TPR domain in the legumes contains 
an interrupted form of the TPR repeat. The SHNi-TPR family includes proteins such as Sim3 
(yeast), NASP(Human) and N1/N2(Xenopus), which are responsible for delivering histone 
proteins such as H3 to centromeric chromatin [59]. Most of the missing domains in legumes are 
parts of multi-domain proteins found in the Fanconi Anemia (FA) pathway. The FA pathway is 
responsible for maintaining the chromosomal stability through repair of interstrand DNA 
crosslinks in a replication-dependent manner [60]. Most of the proteins in the FA pathway form a 
core complex known as the FA core complex which is responsible for the ubiquitination of 
FANCD2 and FANCI proteins [61]. Both the proteins are then localized to the site of DNA 
repair along with few other proteins. The FANCI is multi-domain protein made up of 5 domains: 
FANCI_S2, FANCI_S1, FANCI_HD1, FANCI_HD2 and FANCI_S4. All the 5 FANCI domains 
are missing in legumes, which means that the entire FANCI protein is lost in legumes. In 
addition, FANCD2 binding FA_FANCE domain [62] and the C-terminal domain of FANCL  
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Table 5.3: Domains gained or lost in legumes with respect to legume outgroups (top 10 by 
MI score). 
Domain Name MI-score FDR-adjusted p-values Gain-Loss (+/-) status 
FANCI_S2 0.6082 0.0017 - 
FANCI_S1 0.5804 0.0017 - 
FANCI_HD1 0.5804 0.0017 - 
SHNi-TPR 0.5781 0.0017 + 
WD-3 0.5666 0.0017 - 
TPMT 0.5527 0.0017 - 
FANCI_HD2 0.5527 0.0017 - 
FANCI_S4 0.5527 0.0017 - 
FA_FANCE 0.516 0.0099 - 
FANCL_C 0.4604 0.0099 - 
 
Table 5.4: Domains gained or lost in grasses with respect to grass outgroups (top 10 by MI 
score). 
Domain Name MI-score FDR-adjusted p-values Gain-Loss (+/-) status 
P_C 0.7188 0.0011 + 
Mur_ligase 0.7188 0.0011 - 
Glutenin_hmw 0.7188 0.0011 + 
DUF1618 0.7188 0.0011 + 
MFS18 0.7188 0.0011 + 
SEO_C 0.7188 0.0011 - 
ACCA 0.7188 0.0011 - 
SEO_N 0.7188 0.0011 - 
DUF1719 0.7188 0.0011 + 




protein (FANCL_C domain) are also missing in legumes. The missing WD-3 domain belongs to 
the family of WD-repeats region, which is approximately 100 residues long and is contained 
within the FANCL protein, the putative E3 ubiquitin ligase subunit of the FA core complex [63]. 
In addition to the domains from the FA pathway, the Thiopurine-S-methyltransferase (TPMT) 
domain was also detected as lost from the legumes. This is a cytosolic enzyme involved the 
catalysis of S-methylation of aromatic and heterocyclic sulfhydryl compounds, such as 
anticancer and immunosuppressive thiopurines [64]. 
Among the top 10 protein domains in grasses, 6 were detected as gained and 4 were 
detected as lost with respect to the grass outgroups. There were 3 domains with unknown 
functions - DUF1618, DUF1719, DUF1110 and 3 domains with known functions - P_C, 
Glutenin_hmw, MFS18, that were detected as present in grasses. The P_C domain is present at 
the C terminus of plant P proteins. The P proteins in maize act as transcriptional regulators of 
enzymes involved in a red phlobaphene pigment-producing arm of the flavonoid biosynthesis 
pathway [65, 66]. The domain Glutenin_hmw is the high molecular subunit of glutenin protein 
responsible for the elastic properties of gluten. The elastomeric glutenin proteins form a network 
that can withstand significant deformations without breaking, and return to the original 
conformation when the stress is removed - the property important for making dough [67]. The 
Male Flower Specific protein 18 (MFS18) domain found in the MFS18 protein in maize is rich in 
glycine, proline and serine. The MFS18 mRNA is found to accumulate in vascular bundle in the 




The four domains Mur_ligase, SEO_N, SEO_C and ACCA, were among the top 10 
domains detected as lost in most grasses with respect to the selected outgroups. The Mur_ligase 
domain is the catalytic domain found in the Mur ligase family of enzymes that catalyze the 
successive steps in the synthesis of peptidoglycan [69]. The SEO_N and SEO_C in domains are 
respectively found at the N and C terminus of Sieve Element Occlusion (SEO) proteins also 
known as phloem proteins or forisomes. These phloem proteins remain associated with cisternae 
of the endoplasmic reticulum of the sieve elements after differentiation and provide rapid 
protection against wounding of sieve tubes by forming a gel-like mass [70]. The ACCA domain 
is the alpha isoform of the carboxyltransferase subunit of Acetyl Co-A carboxylase enzyme. The 
ACCA domain is known to play an important role in production of Malonyl-CoA in fatty acid 
synthesis [71]. 
 
Domain Duplication Analysis 
Application of MI-scoring and Fisher’s exact tests on domain features of duplication 
matrices revealed a single domain (of unknown function) in legumes and 8 types of domains in 
grasses that were significantly different (FDR ≤ 0.05) in their copy numbers as compared to the 
copy numbers observed in their respective outgroup sets. The domain DUF812 is present in 1 
copy in all legume sequences except Medicago, and in 2 copies in all outgroups except rice and 
maize (MI-score = 0.519444; FDR = 0.000993). Among the 8 significantly different domains in 
grasses (Table 5.5), 4 of the domains have increased in copy numbers and 4 have decreased in 
copy numbers. The domains DUF775, SPX, zf-PARP and FANCF are present in 2 copies in the 
majority of grass sequences and in 1 copy in majority of outgroup sequences. The SPX domain is 
a 180 residue-long protein domain found at the N-terminus of a family of proteins involved in G-
protein associated signal transduction [72–74]. The zf-PARP domain resides at the amino- 
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Table 5.5: Domains with significant differences in copy numbers between grasses and grass 
outgroups (top 10 by MI score). 
Domain Name MI-score FDR-adjusted p-values Gain-Loss (+/-) status 
Sec39 0.6168 0.0178 - 
Prenyltrans 0.5845 0.0339 - 
DUF775 0.5642 0.0178 + 
Nop16 0.5193 0.0356 - 
SPX 0.4798 0.0356 + 
zf-PARP 0.4715 0.0445 + 
mTERF 0.4447 0.0356 - 
FANCF 0.4329 0.0359 + 
 
terminal region of Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase protein, which is an important regulatory 
component in the cellular response to DNA damage. This domain is known to act as a DNA nick 
sensor [75]. The FANCF domain is present in the Fanconi Anemia group F protein involved in 
Fanconi Anemia (FA) DNA repair pathway. Inactivation of the FANCF protein induced by 
methylation may play an important role in occurrence of ovarian cancers [76]. 
The domains Sec39, Prenyltrans, Nop16 and mTERF show decrease in copy numbers, 
with 2, 2, 3 to 5 and 2 copies in majority of the outgroup species and 1, 1, 1 to 3 and 1 copies 
respectively, in the majority of grasses. The Sec39 domain is a part of “secretory pathway protein 
39,” which is involved in ER-Golgi transport [77, 78]. The Prenyltrans domain containing 
enzymes are responsible for transfer of allylic prenyl groups to acceptor molecules [79, 80]. The 
Nop16 domain is part of a protein involved in ribosome biogenesis [81]. The mTERF protein 
domain is a part of the “mitochondrial transcription termination factor” (mTERF) protein, 




Domain Abundance Analysis 
The analysis of domain abundance matrices revealed 111 domains in legumes and 497 domains 
in grasses that have expanded or contracted significantly (FDR ≤ 0.05), as compared to their 
respective outgroup sets. In the legumes relative to outgroups, 51 domains have expanded 
significantly in abundance and 60 domains have contracted. In the grasses, 196 domains have 
expanded significantly in abundance and 301 domains have contracted. The top 10 significantly 
expanded or contracted domains in legumes and grasses are listed in Tables 5.6 and 5.7. 
Among the top 10 domains showing expansions or contractions in abundance in the 
legumes, the ThylakoidFormat, GST_C_6, DUF726, FERM_M, DAO_C, Aa_trans, SURNod19 
domains have expanded, and theTmemb_14, DUF724, DUF563 domains have contracted. The 
Thylakoid formation protein (ThylakoidFormat) domain is present in the outer plastid membrane 
and the stroma. This protein is known to have roles in sugar signaling, chloroplast and leaf 
development, and vesicle-mediated thylakoid membrane biogenesis [83]. The C terminal domain 
of Glutathione-S-transferase (GST_C_6) is known to conjugate reduced glutathione to auxin-
regulated proteins in plants [84]. The FERM_M domain is the middle domain of FERM protein, 
and is involved in localizing proteins from cytosol to plasma membrane [85]. The DAO_C 
domain is present at the C-terminal region of alpha-glycerophosphate oxidase enzyme. The 
transmembrane region of amino-acid transporter protein (Aa_trans) is found in many amino acid 
transporters like the amino-butyric acid (GABA) transporter [86]. The Tmemb_14 domain is the 
only one among the 10 domains in Table 5.6 to have contracted in legumes. This domain belongs 




Table 5.6: Domains with significant differences in abundance values between legumes and 
legume outgroups (top 10 by MI score). 
Domain Name MI-score FDR-adjusted p-values Gain-Loss (+/-) status 
Tmemb_14 0.6272 0.0199 - 
ThylakoidFormat 0.5976 0.0199 + 
GST_C_6 0.5804 0.0462 + 
DUF724 0.5698 0.0199 - 
DUF726 0.5644 0.0199 + 
FERM_M 0.5399 0.0213 + 
DUF563 0.5393 0.0233 - 
DAO_C 0.5325 0.0372 + 
Aa_trans 0.5284 0.0372 + 
SURNod19 0.5148 0.0233 + 
 
Table 5.7: Domains with significant difference in abundance values between grasses and 
grass outgroups (top 11 by MI score). 
Domain Name MI-score FDR-adjusted p-values Gain-Loss (+/-) status 
E1_FCCH 0.7188 0.0159 + 
TruD 0.7188 0.0159 + 
Kelch_6 0.7188 0.0159 - 
NT-C2 0.7188 0.0159 - 
Peptidase_C12 0.7188 0.0159 + 
HD-ZIP_N 0.7188 0.0159 - 
DUF1442 0.7188 0.0159 - 
TK 0.7188 0.0159 - 
SNARE 0.7188 0.0159 - 
Pec_lyase_C 0.7188 0.0159 - 




Among the top 11 domains in grasses to have expanded or contracted in abundance 
relative to outgroups, only 3 have expanded - specifically, sequences containing the E1_FCCH, 
TruD and Peptidase_C12 domains have increased in abundance the grasses. The E1_FCCH 
domain is found in the E1 family of ubiquitin-activating enzymes [87], which is involved in 
protein degradation cascades. The tRNA-pseudouridine synthase D (TruD) protein is involved in 
the synthesis of pseudouridine from uracil-13 in transfer RNAs. The Peptidase_C12 domain, 
also known as a Ubiquitin C-terminal hydrolase, is a deubiquitination enzyme involved in 
hydrolysis of adducts from the C-terminus of ubiquitin [88]. 
Sequences containing the Kelch_6, NT-C2, HD-ZIP_N, DUF1442, TK, SNARE, 
Pec_lyase_C and Pectinesterase domains have decreased in proportion in grasses. The Kelch 
(Kelch_6) motif contains about 50 amino-acids and is found in a variety of proteins with diverse 
functions including functions related to actin dynamics and cell adhesion [89]. The N-terminal 
C2 (NT-C2) domain is found in plant proteins involved in regulation of Rhizobium-directed 
polar growth and intracellular movement of chloroplasts in response to blue light [90]. The HD-
ZIP_N domain is present at the N-terminal of plant homeobox-leucine zipper protein which is 
known to regulate interfascicular fiber differentiation in Arabidopsis [91]. The Thymidine 
Kinase (TK) domain is a phosphotransferase enzyme (EC 2.7.1.21) that catalyzes the transfer of 
a single phosphate group from ATP to Thymidine and is required for DNA synthesis in cell 
division. The SNARE domain acts as a module for protein-protein interaction in the assembly of 
SNARE machinery, which in turn mediates membrane fusion events in eukaryotic cells [92]. The 
Pec_lyase_C domain is a part of the Pectate Lyase enzyme (EC 4.2.2.2), which is known to be 
involved in maceration and soft rotting of plant tissue and pectin degradation during pollen tube 
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growth [93, 94]. The Pectinesterase domain is a cell-wall associated enzyme (EC 3.1.1.11) 
involved in cell wall modification and breakdown [95]. 
 
Domain Versatility Analysis 
The analysis of domain versatility matrices revealed a single domain in legumes and 12 domains 
(Table 5.8) in grasses with significantly increased or decreased versatility values with respect to 
their outgroup sets. In legumes, the zf-UDP domain co-occurs with 2-4 different domains but 
partners with only one other domain in all outgroup species except maize. The zf-UDP domain is 
a RING/U-box type zinc-binding domain frequently found in the catalytic subunit of cellulose 
synthase enzyme (EC:2.4.1.12). This enzyme catalyzes the addition of glucose to the growing 
cellulose from UDP-glucose. 
Table 5.8: Domains with significant differences in versatility values between grasses and 
grass outgroups. 
Domain Name MI-score FDR-adjusted p-values Gain-Loss (+/-) status 
Mur_ligase_M 0.7188 0.0043 - 
CG-1 0.7188 0.0043 + 
zf-met 0.6344 0.0129 - 
DOMON 0.6344 0.0043 - 
WRC 0.6212 0.0203 - 
RPN13_C 0.6037 0.0155 - 
HATPase_c 0.5861 0.0203 - 
CBS 0.5467 0.0302 - 
Jacalin 0.5291 0.035 + 
Biotin_lipoyl 0.4715 0.0302 - 
GST_N 0.4583 0.0442 - 




The CG-1, Jacalin and zf-CCHC domains have all gained additional domain partners in 
grasses as compared to their outgroups. The most prominent of the three, the CG-1 domain, co-
occurs with 2 domains in outgroups but partners with 3 to 4 domains in grasses. Similarly, 
Jacalin and zf-CCHC domains also have gained 2 to 5 additional domain partners in grasses. The 
CG-1 domains are highly conserved, 130 amino-acid long DNA-binding protein domains 
associated with calmodulin-binding transcriptional activators containing ankyrin motifs [96]. The 
Jacalin domain is a mannose-binding lectin domain with a beta-prism fold [97]. The zinc 
knuckle (zf-CCHC) domain is a zinc binding motif composed of the CX2CX4HX4C motif 
(where X can be any amino acid). 
Among the protein domains that have lost domain partners in grasses as compared to the 
outgroups, the Mur_ligase_M domain has the highest MI-score value. This is the middle domain 
found adjacent to the N-terminal Mur_ligase domain in grass outgroups but has lost the N-
terminal partner in grasses (as found in the domain content analysis). The zf-met, DOMON, WRC 
and RPN13_C domains also have lost, respectively, 2 to 3, 1 to 3, 1 to 2 and 2 to 3 adjacent 
domain partners in grasses. The zf-met domain is another zinc-finger domain, containing the 
CxxCx(12)Hx(6)H motif, and is associated with RNA binding. The DOMON domain is 110-125 
residues long and is found in heme- and sugar-binding proteins [98]. The WRC domain is known 
for containing the conserved Trp-Arg-Cys motif, along with a putative nuclear localisation signal 
and a zinc-finger motif with involvement in DNA binding. The RPN13_C domain is an all-
helical C-terminal domain that forms a binding surface for ubiquitin-receptor proteins for de-




Domain-centric Gene Ontology Enrichment Analysis 
In order to check if the significantly evolving domains (FDR ≤ 0.05), selected from 
analysis of feature matrices, map to any particular Gene Ontology (GO) terms, we used ‘dcGO’, 
the domain-centric ontology database that provides associations between GO terms and protein 
domains from Pfam [101]. The GO enrichment analysis was performed on domain lists obtained 
from the content, duplication, abundance and versatility matrices from both the species sets, to 
check for significantly enriched GO terms from the 3 GO sub-ontologies: Biological Process 
(BP), Cellular Component (CC) and Molecular Function (MF). 
GO enrichment analysis was performed for the 13 domains from legumes and 55 
domains from grasses, that were identified from the analysis of content matrices. Separate 
enrichment analyses were performed for domains that were detected as gained in target species 
and domains that were detected as lost in the target species. No GO term enrichment was found 
for the single SHNi-TPR domain that was gained in legumes with respect to the legume 
outgroups. However, for the 12 domains that seem to have been lost in legumes, weak 
enrichment (Z-score = 2.86, FDR = 1.93e-02) was observed for the highly general CC term 
‘nuclear lumen’ (GO:0031981). In grasses, weak enrichment for 3 highly general BP terms were 
found (Table 5.9) for the 22 domains that seem to be gained with respect to the grass outgroups. 
Again, no GO term enrichments were found for the 33 domains that were detected as lost in 
grasses with respect to their outgroups. 
Since a single domain of unknown function (DUF812) was detected as significantly 
different in terms of copy number in legumes versus legume outgroups, from the analysis of 
domain duplication matrices, no enrichment of GO terms was observed in legumes. Similarly, in 
grasses, the 4 protein domains that show increase in copy numbers and 4 domains that show 
decrease in copy numbers did not contain any enriched GO categories. 
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Table 5.9: Enriched GO terms from protein domains that were detected as gained in 
grasses as compared to grass outgroups. 
Biological Process (BP) 
GO ID GO term Category Z-score FDR 
GO:0009058 biosynthetic process highly general 2.89 2.47e-02 
GO:0006725 cellular aromatic compound metabolic process highly general 2.79 2.47e-02 
GO:1901360 organic cyclic compound metabolic process highly general 2.7 2.47e-02 
 
In domain-centric GO analyses of domains showing significant increase in abundance 
values, in legumes, enrichment of 3 BP terms and 5 CC terms (Table 5.10) was found. There is 
enrichment in biological metabolic processes involving glycosyl compounds (GO:1901659, FDR 
= 4.80e-03), ribonucleosides (GO:0009119, FDR = 1.39e-02) and isoprenoids (GO:0008299, 
FDR = 1.39e-02), with involvement in organelle membranes (GO:0098805, FDR = 1.27e-03). 
Table 5.10: Enriched GO terms from protein domains that show significant increase in 
abundance values in legumes as compared to legume outgroups. 
Biological Process (BP) 
GO ID GO term Category Z-score FDR 
GO:1901659 glycosyl compound biosynthetic process specific 10.39 4.80e-03 
GO:0009119 ribonucleoside metabolic process specific 7.16 1.39e-02 
GO:0008299 isoprenoid biosynthetic process specific 7.16 1.39e-02 
Cellular Component (CC) 
GO ID GO term Category Z-score FDR 
GO:0098805 whole membrane highly general 5.28 1.27e-03 
GO:0031090 organelle membrane highly general 3.50 1.34e-02 
GO:0031300 intrinsic component of organelle membrane general 5.46 1.34e-02 
GO:0019867 outer membrane general 4.88 1.34e-02 




GO analyses of domains that showed significant decrease in abundance values between 
legumes and legume outgroups found enrichment of 10 BP terms and 11 MF terms (Table 5.11). 
Among the BP terms, strongest enrichment was found for purine nucleobase metabolic process 
(GO:0006144, FDR = 9.85e-07) and hydrogen peroxide metabolic process (GO:0042743, FDR = 
1.25e-03). Among the MF terms, very strong enrichment was observed for specific molecular 
function terms such as xanthine dehydrogenase activity (GO:0004854, FDR = 8.10e-10), 
oxidoreductase activity, acting on CH or CH2 groups, oxygen as acceptor (GO:0016727, FDR = 
8.10e-10), oxidoreductase activity, acting on the aldehyde or oxo group of donors, oxygen as 
acceptor (GO:0016623, FDR = 8.10e-10), molybdopterin cofactor binding (GO:0043546, FDR = 
8.10e-10) and 2 iron, 2 sulfur cluster binding (GO:0051537, 8.25e-08). 
In grasses, GO enrichments of 16 BP, 5 CC and 4 MF terms were found for domains that 
showed significant increase in abundance values in comparison to the abundance values in grass 
outgroups (Table 5.12). Strongest enrichment was observed for specific BP term chromatin 
silencing (GO:0006342, FDR = 2.02e-05) with relatively moderate enrichments for biological 
processes including protein unfolding (GO:0043335, FDR = 4.26e-03), negative regulation of 
translational initiation (GO:0045947, FDR = 4.12e-03), positive regulation of nuclear-transcribed 
mRNA poly(A) tail shortening (GO:0060213, FDR = 4.26e-03), miRNA mediated inhibition of 
translation (GO:0035278, FDR = 5.63e-03), small RNA loading onto RISC (GO:0070922, FDR 
= 5.87e-03), production of siRNA involved in RNA interference (GO:0030422, 7.51e-03), 
mRNA cleavage (GO:0006379, FDR = 7.51e-03) and pre-miRNA processing (GO:0031054, 
FDR = 7.51e-03). Enrichments in the CC terms correlated with the BP terms, with general and 
specific cellular components like polysome (GO:0005844, FDR = 8.05e-03), RNAi effector 
complex (GO:0031332, FDR = 2.93e-03), micro-ribonucleoprotein complex (GO:0035068, 
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Table 5.11: Enriched GO terms from protein domains that show significant decrease in 
abundance values in legumes as compared to legume outgroups. 
Biological Process (BP) 
GO ID GO term Category Z-score FDR 
GO:0009056 catabolic process 
highly 
general 3.68 6.12e-03 
GO:0017144 drug metabolic process general 5.79 1.42e-04 
GO:1901361 organic cyclic compound catabolic process general 5.14 1.62e-03 
GO:0044270 cellular nitrogen compound catabolic process general 4.75 3.56e-03 
GO:0046700 heterocycle catabolic process general 4.75 3.56e-03 
GO:0019439 aromatic compound catabolic process general 4.57 4.38e-03 
GO:0046113 nucleobase catabolic process specific 15.1 9.85e-07 
GO:0006144 purine nucleobase metabolic process specific 15.1 9.85e-07 
GO:0072523 
purine-containing compound catabolic 
process specific 11.86 9.22e-06 
GO:0042743 hydrogen peroxide metabolic process specific 9.35 1.25e-03 
Molecular Function (MF) 
GO ID GO term Category Z-score FDR 
GO:0016491 oxidoreductase activity 
highly 
general 4.87 1.68e-04 
GO:0005506 iron ion binding general 10.94 6.03e-07 
GO:0051536 iron-sulfur cluster binding general 9.88 6.66e-06 
GO:0016903 
oxidoreductase activity, acting on the 
aldehyde or oxo group of donors general 9.18 1.17e-05 
GO:0050662 coenzyme binding general 4.99 1.37e-03 
GO:0042803 protein homodimerization activity general 4.52 2.42e-03 
GO:0004854 xanthine dehydrogenase activity specific 22.11 8.10e-10 
GO:0016727 
oxidoreductase activity, acting on CH or CH2 
groups, oxygen as acceptor specific 22.11 8.10e-10 
GO:0016623 
oxidoreductase activity, acting on the 
aldehyde or oxo group of donors, oxygen as 
acceptor specific 22.11 8.10e-10 
GO:0043546 molybdopterin cofactor binding specific 22.11 8.10e-10 




Table 5.12: Enriched GO terms from protein domains that show significant increase in 
abundance values in grasses as compared to grasses outgroups. 
Biological Process (BP) 
GO ID GO term Category Z-score FDR 
GO:0006950 response to stress 
highly 
general 3.65 7.51e-03 
GO:0009056 catabolic process 
highly 
general 3.76 8.06e-03 
GO:0016458 gene silencing general 7.49 4.42e-05 
GO:0040029 regulation of gene expression, epigenetic general 6.10 9.47e-04 
GO:0009615 response to virus general 5.12 5.87e-03 
GO:0098542 defense response to other organism general 4.58 5.87e-03 
GO:0016567 protein ubiquitination general 4.56 6.40e-03 
GO:0006342 chromatin silencing specific 9.17 2.02e-05 
GO:0045947 
negative regulation of translational 
initiation specific 7.01 4.12e-03 
GO:0043335 protein unfolding specific 9.16 4.26e-03 
GO:0060213 
positive regulation of nuclear-transcribed 
mRNA poly(A) tail shortening specific 7.49 4.26e-03 
GO:0035278 miRNA mediated inhibition of translation specific 7.10 5.63e-03 
GO:0070922 small RNA loading onto RISC specific 6.75 5.87e-03 
GO:0030422 
production of siRNA involved in RNA 
interference specific 6.16 7.51e-03 
GO:0006379 mRNA cleavage specific 6.16 7.51e-03 
GO:0031054 pre-miRNA processing specific 6.16 7.51e-03 
Cellular Component (CC) 
GO ID GO term Category Z-score FDR 
GO:0005844 polysome general 5.08 8.05e-03 
GO:0031332 RNAi effector complex specific 7.27 2.93e-03 
GO:0035068 micro-ribonucleoprotein complex specific 6.89 2.93e-03 
GO:0070578 RISC-loading complex specific 6.89 2.93e-03 
GO:0005845 mRNA cap binding complex specific 6.55 3.23e-03 
Molecular Function (MF) 
GO ID GO term Category Z-score FDR 
GO:0004839 ubiquitin activating enzyme activity specific 11.95 2.87e-05 
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Table 5.12 Continued 
GO ID GO term Category Z-score FDR 
GO:0070551 
endoribonuclease activity, cleaving 
siRNA-paired mRNA specific 9.62 2.06e-04 
GO:0016778 diphosphotransferase activity specific 8.85 3.14e-04 
GO:0000340 RNA 7-methylguanosine cap binding specific 7.69 8.12e-04 
 
FDR = 2.93e-03), RISC-loading complex (GO:0070578, FDR = 2.93e-03) and mRNA cap 
binding complex (GO:0005845, FDR = 3.23e-03) showing moderate enrichments. In addition to 
BP and CC terms, enrichment for specific MF terms such as endoribonuclease activity, cleaving 
siRNA-paired mRNA (GO:0070551, FDR = 2.06e-04), diphosphotransferase activity 
(GO:0016778, 3.14e-04) and RNA 7-methylguanosine cap binding (GO:0000340, FDR = 8.12e-
04) was found, with strongest enrichment observed for molecular function involving ubiquitin 
activating enzyme activity (GO:0004839, FDR = 2.87e-05). 
For domains that showed significant decrease in abundance value in grasses, GO 
enrichment for 6 BP and 2 MF terms were observed (Table 5.13). Among the BP terms, there 
was moderate enrichments for the specific process, acetyl-CoA metabolic process (GO:0006084, 
FDR = 2.61e-03) and two highly specific processes viz. cellular response to azide (GO:0097185, 
FDR = 5.64e-03) and cellular response to copper ion starvation (GO:0035874, FDR = 5.64e-03). 
Finally, the domain-centric GO enrichment analyses of domains that have significantly 
different versatility values in legumes and grasses with respect to their outgroup species did not 




Table 5.13: Enriched GO terms from protein domains that show significant decrease in 
abundance values in grasses as compared to grasses outgroups 
Biological Process (BP) 
GO ID GO term Category Z-score FDR 
GO:0009056 catabolic process highly general 5.19 5.80e-04 
GO:0006810 transport highly general 4.11 5.64e-03 
GO:0006790 sulfur compound metabolic process general 5.31 1.92e-03 
GO:0006084 acetyl-CoA metabolic process specific 6.50 2.61e-03 
GO:0097185 cellular response to azide highly specific 8.09 5.64e-03 
GO:0035874 cellular response to copper ion starvation highly specific 8.09 5.64e-03 
Molecular Function (MF) 
GO ID GO term Category Z-score FDR 
GO:0043167 ion binding highly general 4.90 3.19e-04 
GO:0004478 methionine adenosyltransferase activity specific 7.83 4.25e-03 
 
Discussion 
In this study, we describe evolutionary patterns in species from two large plant families: 
legumes and grasses, by tracking changes in their species-level protein domain characteristics 
relative to selected outgroup species. We analyzed four types of domain characteristics in order 
to study gain and loss of domains, changes in duplication counts of domains along the sequences, 
expansion and contraction of domains, and changes in the partnering tendency of domains. 
 The work presents a generic framework for studying evolution of a chosen set of target 
species using protein domains as a unit of evolution instead of entire protein sequences. The 
feature selection techniques used in data science and machine learning like the Mutual-
Information and statistical tests like Fisher’s exact test and Wilcoxon rank-sum test can be used 
to select or filter-out significantly evolving domains in the target set of species relative to an 
outgroup set of species, which can be mapped to gain/loss or increase/decrease of particular 
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biological functions in the target species. We have also containerized this entire analysis 
workflow inside a docker container which can be downloaded from the following URL: 
https://cloud.docker.com/u/akshayayadav/repository/docker/akshayayadav/protein-domain-
evolution-project. The container is designed to accept user defined set of target and outgroup 
proteomes along with the Pfam domain database and output domain sets for all four feature 
categories that have significantly different domain feature values (FDR ≤ 0.05) in target species 
as compared to the outgroup species. 
It should be noted that the FDR-adjusted p-values assigned to the domains by the 
statistical tests could be under-estimated due the statistical dependence between species in the 
target and outgroup set. In other words, even though the species are evolving independently, they 
are not statistically independent units, which could result in higher Type I error while testing the 
significance of difference in values for domains, between the target species and outgroup 
species. Therefore, we recommend using the Mutual-Information score, instead of the FDR-
adjusted p-values, as the primary indicator for detecting differential evolution of domains 
between the target and outgroup set of species. 
 Domain content analysis in legumes shows a striking loss of protein domains from 
Fanconi Anemia (FA) pathway, the pathway which is responsible for repair of interstrand DNA 
crosslinks. This could mean that legumes might have lost the ability of repairing interstrand 
DNA crosslinks or that this function is performed through some other pathway. In grasses, 
domains showing gains include those involved in flavonoid biosynthesis (well-studied in maize), 
as well as structural proteins found in gluten and male florets. The GO enrichment analysis of all 
the domains gained in grasses show weak enrichment of GO terms related to metabolic processes 
involving aromatic and organic cyclic compounds. The domains that were detected as lost in 
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grasses are involved in functions such as peptidoglycan biosynthesis, wound repair in sieve 
tubes, and fatty acid synthesis. Fatty acid synthesis may be reduced in the sampled monocots, 
due to relatively greater production of carbohydrates in grass seeds, and the differences in sieve 
tube structure in monocots as compared to dicots [102]. 
Analyses of duplication feature matrices revealed a single domain of unknown function 
to have significantly decreased in copy number in legumes sequences. In grasses, domains 
involved in functions related to G-protein associated signal transduction, cellular response to 
DNA damage and interstrand DNA crosslinks repair were found to have increased in copy 
numbers  and domains with functions such as ER-Golgi transport, enzymatic transfer of allylic 
groups, and termination of mitochondrial transcription were found to be decreased in copy 
numbers. 
Domains with significantly increased abundance values in legumes were found to be 
associated with functions involving Thylakoid formation, Glutathione metabolism, and enriched 
with GO terms related to biosynthetic/metabolic processes involving glycosyl compounds, 
ribonucleosides and isoprenoids. For domains that showed significant decrease in abundance 
values in legumes, GO terms related to specific biological processes and molecular functions 
involving oxidation of purine nucleobase xanthine were found to be significantly enriched. A 
study on xanthine oxidizing enzymes isolated from leaves of legumes confirm that these 
oxidoreductases do not react with molecular oxygen and are essentially dehydrogenases [103]  
The decrease in abundance of domains involved in purine catabolism may be attributed to the 
availability of fixed nitrogen and remobilization of nitrogen from breaking down purine rings is 
no longer required [104]. In grasses, domains showing significant increase in abundance values 
revealed domains involved in functions related to gene silencing with GO terms such as 
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chromatin silencing, regulation of translational initiation, protein unfolding, micro/si-RNA 
mediated gene regulation, RNAi effector complex, RISC-loading complex and mRNA cap 
binding complex showing significant enrichment. The micro-RNA related enrichments could be 
attributed to the regulation of floral organ genes in grasses such as rice and maize influencing 
various features of flower structure [105]. Increase in gene silencing related domains could also 
be attributed to polyploidy in grasses [106] or enhanced response to viral infection [107].  On the 
other hand, domains with significant decrease in abundance values, in grasses, showed 
involvement in functions such as cell adhesion, intracellular chloroplast movement, 
interfascicular fiber differentiation, DNA synthesis and pectin metabolism with enrichment of 
GO terms such as acetyl-CoA metabolism, response to azide and response to copper ion 
starvation. 
Finally, the domain versatility analysis in legumes yielded a single zinc-binding domain 
involved in cellulose synthesis that seems to have gained additional domain partners in legumes. 
In grasses, the domain versatility analysis found domains involved in DNA binding, mannose 
binding and zinc binding with increased versatility values and domains related to functions like 
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CHAPTER 6.    GENERAL CONCLUSION 
Under-clustering is a common problem in current family building methods. For example, 
at least 374 incomplete yeast families were produced by the OrthoFinder tool [1]. Similarly, in 
the case of legume families, the OrthoFinder method could not assign about 12% of the genes to 
any family, and many small families were produced - potentially indicating fragmentation of 
larger families. The sequence-pair-classification-based method presented in Chapter 2 is not 
only able to detect whether a given family is under-clustered or not, but can also predict the 
missing sequences for the incomplete families, as seen from the results obtained by application 
of the method on “true” and modified yeast [2] families, and on yeast and legume families 
produced by OrthoFinder. The pair-classification method is able to build family-specific 
classification models to provide family-specific alignment score cutoffs, taking into account the 
evolutionary properties of the families, that can be used to predict missing sequences for under-
clustered families. The method also provides the user different types of family-specific 
alignment score cutoffs for predicting the missing sequences depending upon the nature of 
under-clustering and preference of family precision or family completeness. The pair-
classification method can be effectively used as a post-processing tool for independently 
assessing gene family sets built using existing family building methods. We also provide the 
containerized version of the tool which can be downloaded from 
https://hub.docker.com/r/akshayayadav/undercl-detection-correction. 
The legume gene families at legumeinfo.org [3] are built from 14 legume species using a 
custom family construction method that leverages information from synonymous-site (Ks) to 
identify families that include the whole-genome duplication that occurred early in the evolution 
of the family. In Chapter 3, we were able to improve these families by merging the small, 
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fragmented families into larger families and by splitting large, over-clustered families using a 
novel two-way HMM-based [4, 5] searching method and a tree-based [6] family scoring and 
splitting method, respectively. We were also able to confirm the improvement in the families 
using a protein-domain-composition-based family scoring method. We release the new set 
families as an improved version of Ks -based legume families at 
https://de.cyverse.org/dl/d/877F3083-0E4C-4A70-8624-E3AB14B3AA60/lgf5v2.tar.gz.  Since 
the family merging and splitting techniques explained in this work operate directly on family 
clusters irrespective of the method used to produce the families, we also release the containerized 
versions of these techniques which can be downloaded from 
https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/akshayayadav/hmmsearch-hmmscan-family-merging 
and https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/akshayayadav/overcl-detection-correction, 
respectively. The docker container for scoring families using their protein domain compositions 
can be obtained from  https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/akshayayadav/genefamily-
domain-composition-cosine-scoring. 
In Chapter 4, using evidence from analyses such as mining of large number of tree 
topologies containing sequences from the Cercidoideae legume subfamily, distribution of Ks 
values in homologous gene pairs, genomic synteny analysis and gene duplication patterns, we 
conclude that the genus Cercis is lacking evidence for a whole-genome duplication (WGD). The 
tree topology mining analysis also helped in concluding allopolyploidy as the most likely model 
for WGD in the sister genus Bauhinia, in Cercidoideae. Taken together, these findings suggest 
that Cercis may serve as a useful genomic model for the legumes, likely representing the 
duplication status of the progenitor of all legumes. 
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Finally, in Chapter 5, we used a novel method for tracking changes in the species-level 
protein domain [7] characteristics relative to selected outgroup species, in legume (Fabaceae) 
and grass (Poaceae) plant families. We analyzed four types of domain characteristics in order to 
study gain and loss of domains, changes in duplication counts of domains along the sequences, 
expansion and contraction of domains, and changes in the partnering tendency of domains. We 
were able to uncover significant changes in many important biological functions by selecting 
domains that show significant differences feature values in both plant families, as compared to 
their respective outgroups. This work presents a generic framework for studying evolution of a 
chosen set of target species using protein domains as a unit of evolution instead of entire protein 
sequences. The feature selection techniques used in data science and machine learning like the 
Mutual-Information [8] and statistical tests such as Fisher’s exact test [9] and Wilcoxon rank-
sum test [10] can be used to identify significantly evolving domains in the target set of species 
relative to an outgroup set of species, which can be mapped to gain/loss or increase/decrease of 
particular biological functions in the target species. We have also containerized this entire 
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